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Chapter 8

PHENOMENA AFFECTING ELECTROMAGNETIC

PROPAGATION 1

r INTRODUCTION S that interfe-es with desired signals. The source• e ~f•' "radiation is described in Chapter 3.f he two principal phenomena caused by 0o~ai-ini ecie nCatr3
The current state of knowledge concern-

nuc ar detonation that affect electromagnetic ing t e effects of nuclear detonations on electro-
propagation are electromagnetic emissions magnetic wx.-e przpagation stems from lull scalesis tests, laboratory experiments, theoretical studies,electromagnetic pulse described in Chapter 7 is and simulation with certain atmospheric phe-

M in the first category. Also included in this first
(V) category are continuing thermal radiation and nomena. Meaningful testing of highh-altitude du-

emissions from various chemical reactions within ce weapon effec tru mested
U) the atmosphere. These radiations and emissions space capability (e.g., instrumented rocket

IC produce noise throughout the radio and optical probes), and only a relatively few high-altitudes
~ spectra. The second phenomenon, atmospheric tests were performed prior to the test moratorium
I ionization, involves alterations of the electrical in 1962.

properties of the atmosphere that can affect the 3 While those tests provided information to
propagation of electromagnetic waves. Both types deveop models to caiculate the various phenom-
of effects are caused by energy radiated from the ena, considerable uncertainty exists in scaling to

ir nuclear explosion, from the subsequent fireball, burst or atmospheric conditions that are much
and from the radioactive debris. The severity of different from those of the tests. All of the high-the effects on the propagation of electromagnetic altitude tests have been single bursts. Significantwaves may vary from being completely negligible differences are expected when two or more nu-toves i y vrb droegdiong ofmsytem y performane. clear detonations occur near one another in timeto inlerable degradation of system performance.

For the purpose of discussing the effects anj .•ace.
o~aain teeetomgei petu sDetailed theoretical descriptions for mostS~~~on propagation, the electromagnetic spectrum is br-Vpeoeaaehgl ope n eur

divided into two frequency bands: the radio band,
which includes radar applications, and the optical specification of poorly known parameters for

band, as shown in Figure 8-1. The most importart quantitative results. Laboratory measurements
effects in the r,.lio band usually are those that have been used to obtain estimates of some
affect the propagation of the desired electro- parameters, but usually the results have to be

magnetic signal (effects that change the ampli- scaled to conditions much different than those

tude, phase, direction, etc.). Electromagnetic
radiations from the fireball and other regions A lthough the English system of units for measuring dis-
can interfere with desired signals, and in some is given priority throughout most chapters of this manual,
cases. interference from other sources (e.g., at- wavelengths an6 other dimensions dealing with electromagnetic
mospheric noise) will be enhanced or diminished, wave propagation usually are given in the metric system. There-

fore, in this chapter and in Chapter 17, the metric system is usedTho 'r"•t important effect in the optical band for distance dimensions. Conversion factors from the metric sys-

is radiation from the fireball and other regions tern to The English system are provided in Appendix B.
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used in the measurements. Some understanding and signal characteristics). Electromagnetic radia-
of electromagnetic p.opagation in disturbed en- tions from heated regions and from trapped elec-
vironments has been obtained from propagation trons are a source of noise.
measurements during eclipses, solar flares, and
auroral disturbances. However, natural phenom- IONIZATION AND
ena often involve the superposition of different DEIONIZATION
phenomena than those brought about by nuclear
bursts, and extrapolation to burst conditions can i Mitt or th t cnpryoucea oniation2
be misleading. is emitted in forms that can produce ionization.2

Some of this energy is in particulate matter (neu-

SECTION I trons, beta particles, and high-speed debris that- originally constituted the warhead and adjacent
PHENOMENA AFFECTING structure), and some is in photons (thermal radia-

KAUIO FREQUENCIES W tion from the weapon case and gamma rays). Be- .

= The number of free electrons in the at- tween 90 and 95 percent of the energy is emitted or

mosphere is increased greatly by weapon radia- promptly (within a microsecond); about 5 to 10

tions from high altitude bursts. These free elec- percent is delayed radiation from the radioactive

trons can absorb energy from electromagnetic decay of fission debris.
waves and can change the phase velocity of the
waves (changing the direction of propagation 2The ionization process is described in paragrrph 6-4, Chapter 6.
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U If a nuclear explosion occurred in a vac- Since about 3 x 102 Mev are released per mega-
uum with no magnetic field, the flux of radiated ton of weapon yield, even a small fraction of the
energy would decrease as the square of the dis- weapon output can cause large electron densities.
tance traveled. In the atmosphere, collisions and The lifetime for many of the electrons produced
scattering processes absorb energy and produce is short, however, and it depends critically on
ionization and excitation. (See Chapters 3, 4, and the altitude at which they are produced.
5 for discussion of atmospheric absorption of = Electrons and ions produced by the ioni-
photons, neutrons, and beta particles.) zation sources undergo various atmospheric re-, Radiati'mn entering the atmosphere from a,;tions that change their number density. Four
a -v is absorbed rapidly when it reaches the principal reactions must be considered:
altitude, termed the stopping altitude, where the 1. Attachment. Electrons can attach to neu-
mean-free path equals one scale height (an alti- tral air particles (primarily to oxygen
tude region over which the atmospheric density molecules and/or atoms) to form nef ative
changes by a factor of e (approximately 2.?1. ions.
Stopping altitudes for the principal radiations 2. Detachment. Once attached, electrons
from a nuclear weapon are shown in Table 8-1. can be detached from negative ions by

collisions, solar radiation, or radiation
Table 8-1 U Approximate Stopping Al'.itudes from the fireball.frPrincipal W-'apen uu

foCausing Ionization 3. Recombination. Electrons and positiveions can recombine to form neutral par-
ticles.

Stopping 4. Mutual Neutralization. Positive ions can
Weapon Output Altitude (kin) combine with negative ions formed by

attachment, to produce neutral particles.Prompt Radiation r
x-rayo (t kev radiator) 80 The rate at which these reactions proceedNeutrons 25 is a s rong function of altitude. Thus, the altitudeGammu rays 25 distribution of electron density after a period of'
I)ebnF (kinetic erernvl 115 time genera'ly will not coincide with the altitude

distribution immediately after the deposition of
Delayt.J Radiation weapon energy. Detailed solutions of the time

Gamma rayve 25 history of electron density require consideration
B.ta particles (I Mev) 60 of a large number of atmospheric species. Many

reaction-rate coefficients are not well known,
even for the natural atmosphere. The uncertain-

f Foa detonations below the stopping alti- ties in these coefficients provide a significant
tude of a particular radiation, most of that radia- source of uncertainty in the prediction of elec-
tion will be contained locally. When detonations tron density time history. In the natural atmo-
occur above the stopping altitude of a particular sphere above about 70 kin, where neutral par-
radiation, that radiation can spread large dis- ticle density is low, recombination accou~its for
tancc& before beirg deposited 2nd causing ioni- the major electron loss. At lower altitudes, at-
?ation. Ab'out 3 x 104 ion pairs are produced for tach-nent becomes increasingly important in the
each I Mev of energy deposited in the atmosphere. removal of free electrons, particularly at night
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q n there is no photodetachment of electrons following 1-Mt detonations at altitudes of 25 and
fromnegative ions by sunlight. 50 km, respectively. The calculations contained

In heated or h;ghly ionized regions, the the assumption that the fireball gas was J-' ther-
ain-"cemistry (interaction between species) is m.uilibrium, as well as being homogeneous.
modified, and electron loss processes are changed. When detonations occur above about 60
The expansion of heated regions also reduces km',Oosses of free electrons within the fireball
the electron density. are slower and the electron density does not de-

In discussing electron density caused by cay rapidly enough to remain in equilibrium with
nu•ear weapons, it is convenient and useful to the cooling fireball. Volume expansion controls
consider the electron density resulting from the decline of electron density during the first
prompt radiation and delayed radiation sepa- few tens of seconds following detonation. Later,
rateiy. Also, since ionization and deionization recombination of electrons with positive atomic
processes are significantly different inside and ions:redominates.
outside the fireball, these regions will be diS- For detonations at altitudes above about
cussed separately. Although electrons are the in, the geomagnetic field influences the fire-
principal cause of effects on electromagnetic ball expansion and location. After a few tens of
propagation, ions can affect propagation in the scconds, magnetic forces cause the expansion
VLF and LF bands (frequencies below a few across the magnetic field to become slower,
hundred kilohertz). while expansion along the magnetic field con-

8-1 Electron Den,.t Within tinues. Thus, the fireball becomes elongated along
the Fireball the magnetic field in a roughly cylindrical or tube

* Initially the incandescent region termed shape. Figures 8-4 and 8-. show calcu,ations offireball is highly ionized. For detonations average fireball electron density ani temperaturebelow about 60 ki, thermal ionization of air following I-Mt detonations at altitudes of 75b el o a b ut 0 k , t e r m l i ni z ti o o f ai r a n d 1 5 0 k in , re s p e c tiv e ly .
and debris from the weapon and carrier main- a
tains high electron densities until the fireball 3n Photographs of fireballs affected by the
cools below about 25000K. For cooler fireballs, magnetic field show many field-aligned striations
beta particles deposited withirn the fireball may within the fireball (see Figure 1-4C). The optical
he a sis.nificant ionization source. Predictions striations also indicate large variations of electron
of electron density within the fireball require density within the fireball. The size of the stria-
knowledge of the distribution of temperature tions and the variation of electron density from
and debris within the fireball, the shape of the the average value cannot be scaled accurately
fireball as a function of time, and the detailed with burst parameters at present.
chemistry of heated regions. bee For detonations at altitudes above about

Detailed calculations, which 30 in, the mean-free path of both X-rays and
pe~Fmed for a few burst conditions, are im- debris particles is large, and localized fireball r. .y
precise, particularly with regard to inhomogene- not form around the detonation point. However,
ities and gradients in f"ireball pronerties. However, debris particles initially directed downward may
for many cases, relativel- simple fireball mcels heat and ionize a region below the detonation
in which the mass density and temperature are point. This region, if sufficiently disturbed, is
assumed uniform within the fireball can be used. termed a fireball region. The formation of a fire-
Figures 8-2 and 8-3 show calculated values of ball region depends on the detonation altitude,
ave-.ýge fireball electron density and temperature the weapon yield, and the atmospheric density
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at burst time. Figure 8-6 shows calculated values saturation; larger initial ionization will not in-
of electron density and temperature within the crease the electron or ion density remaining after
fireball following a 1-Mt detonation at an altitud,. I second. Figure 8-7 shows thai the initial ion-
of 400 km. .,iir density below 100 km exceeds 107 ion pairs5 Only a few nuclear tests have been carried cm-3 out to about 500 km from the burst.
out the U.S. at detonation altitudes above Figure 8-8 shows the altitude dependence
80 km;therefore, theoretical calculations of fire- oFT electron density for several times after a
ball formation, size, location, and properties are saturation impulse. At night the electron coil-

.... . c: p-rameters that are poorly known. centration decays rapidly, particularly at low
Calculations of fireball properties for detonations altitudes where attachment of electrons to neutral
at altitudes above 80 km should be considered particles is the predominant reaction. During the
illustrative of the general order of magnitude day, electron densities greater than normal can
rather than as detailed quantitative results. persist for tens of minutes. The insert in Figure

8-8 illustrates the horizontal extent of the region
8-2 Electron Density Caused by Promt that can be saturated by prompt radiation as a

Radiation Outside the Fireball function of detonation altitude. The decay of

a Ionization produced outside the fireball electron and ion densities above 100 km depends
by prompt gamma rays can be neglected insofar on processes that may be affected by atmospheric
as effects on radio propagation are concerned. chemistry changes caused by the deposition of
For detonations at altitudes below about 25 km, prompt radiation. Because of the additional com-
both neutrons and X-rays are deposited within plications introduced at those altitudes, a simple

(. '1 or close to the fireball, and the effects of prompt re rentation of the decay is not possible.
radiation outside the fireball are minimal. For Many of the neutrons produced by the
detonation altitudes between 25 and about 80 e~xpoion will travel upward and will escape the
km, X-rays are largely confined, but neutrons atmosphere. Since neutrons are not affected by
produce ionization over distances of several hun- the geomagnetic field, they will spread isotrop-
dred kilometers. For higher altitude detonations, ically over a large area. Each neutron eventually
both X-rays and neutrons cause widespread ioni- disintegrates spontaneously into a proton, a neu-
zation. Figure 8-7 shows the initial ionization trino, and a beta particle (half-life for disinte-
caused by prompt radiation from a nominal gration is about 12 minutes). Since the beta
megaton weapon detonated at 120 km. Because particle (a high-energy electron) is charged, it
of earth's curvature, radiation reaching a given can move only in the direction of the geomag-
altitude at large horizontal distances fromn the netic field (motion normal to the magnetic field
source must pass through lower altitudes where direction causes the beta particle to spiral around
it is strongly attenuated by the denser air. the magnetic field lines). The beta particles areP The decay of electron and ion densities guided by the geomagnetic field until reaching
"floswing the ionization impulse depends on altitudes near the beta-particle stopping altitude
electron and ion loss rates, which are functions (see paragraph 8-4 and Figure 8-10), where they
of altitude and time of day. Below about 100 km, deposit their energy to produce ionization. The
the electron and ion density after I second will amount of ionization caused by neutron-decay
be essentially independent of the initial ioniza- beta particles is small, but it has been noted at
titan if the initial ion pair density is greater than distances of many thousands of kilometers from
107 ion pairs cm-3. This condition is termed the burst point.
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8-3 Electron Density Caused by Delayed Wnen the debris is below the gamma-ray
Gamma Radiation Outside the Fireball 3 stopping altitude, gamma rays can only penetrate

a short distance, and the ionized region that they
In addition to prompt radiation, delayed produce around the fireball is smali. If the debris

gamma rays and beta particles (discussed in rises above the gamma-ray stopping altitude,
Section III, Chapter 5) are produced duying the gamma rays produce ionization over larger dis-
radioactive decay of the fission debris. This con- tances. The resulting electron and ion densities
tinuing radiation produces ionization character- are a function of both the ion-pair production
ized by a production rate of ion pairs per unit rate and the electron and ion loss processes.
volume per unit time. For detonations below Most of the gamma-ray energy is deposited near
several hundred kilometers, the fission dt;bris the stopping altitude, but the electrons produced
(assumed to i0 mixed with the total weapon below about 40 km are lost quickly by attach-
debris) is initially within the fireball and is carried ment. Maximum electron density usually occurs
upward as the fireball rises and expands. at higher altitudes where the electron lifetimes
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are longer. Near the debris region, where the R-- radial distance from debris center to
gamma ray flux is large, substantial electron point of interest in kmn,

:der~ities can be maintained even though the t=time after detonation in seconds.
, debxs is at an altitude where free electrons are
Slost by attachment rapidly. Figure 8-9 shows quasi-equilibrium electron den-.

] • Wh en the fission debris and the point of sities for particular values of 17. The values are
i restare both well above the gamriia-ray called quasi-equilibrium because they are the

j ~ stopping altitude, the ion-pair production rate values that would be reached if the productiar.
Srate remained constant and if sufficient time wereI ~ ~and electron and ion densities caused by gamma aloefreqibiu cndtnsobeech.

rayscanbe epresed onvnienly n tems f a in an actual situation, the production rate changes

raditio DAYnit SATURATION IMPLS 1efne0-

raditio intnsiy prameer,~ deine bywith time because of the radioactive decay of the

4 x10- OI fission debris and the changing geometry as the
17 " watts m-2 , debris moves. However, for most cases, the time

4iTR2(1+t)1"2  to reach equilibrium is short," and the quasi-
equilibrium values are close apnroximations to

where the electron. densities. The insert in Figure 8-9
WF=fission yield in megatons, illustrates the horizontal extent as a function of
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debris altitude for which the electron densities debris is above the beta-particle stopping altitude,
Va licable. about half of the betas will travel down theU Most delayed gamma rays deposit their geomagnetic field lines, producing ionization
energy in the atmosphere by first producing high- (similar to auroral ionization at high latitudes)
energy electrons (Compton electrons). Compton until they are deposited near the stopping alti-

........... r.-el very short distances in the lower tude. The other half of the betas (those emitted
atmosphere: however, some: Compton electrons upward) will follow the geomagnetic field lines
produced above about 6G km can escape to the across the geomagnetic equator and will produce
conjugate region, as described for beta particles ionization at the geomagnetic conjugate. 3

in paragraph 8-4. Ionization in the conjugate Figure 8-10 illustrates the location of
region caused by Compton electrons is of interest the-eta-particle ionization regions. BeLiuse of
primarily for studies of propagation in and below the slope (dip angle) of the magnetic field lines,
the HF band (frequencies below 30 megahertz). the beta-particle ionization region is offset from
8-4 Electron Density Caused by Beta the debris. When the geomagnetic field is undis-

Particles Outside the Fireball 3 turbed by the detonation, the location of the

Since beta particles are electrically 3As used herein, geomagnetic conjugate points are points at the

char7-d, their motion in the atmosphere is af- north and south ends of a geomagnetic field hne that are at

fe.L-eLi by the geomagnetic field. When the fission corresponding altitudes.
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beta-particle ionization region can be determined where
from a knowledge of the size and location of the A = area covered by fission debris in square
debris region and the geomagnetic field lines. kilometers.
However, the geomagnetic field can be severely

* distorted for tens of seconds after a nuclear elec r ensity c hu s b be pari clesrfor
deoain eemnto ftemgei i electron density caused by beta particles for
detonation. Determination of the magnetic dip particular values of N . These curves apply if the

• -"-4 ..- on of the conjugate point for Un- fission debris is well above the beta stopping alti-
disturbed magnetic-field conditions are discussed tude and if the debris is uniformly distributed
in Problems 8-8 and 8-9.* 3 The location of the gamma-ray ionization over the area A.
region and the region ionized by Compton elet- 8-5 Electromagnetic P.pagation in
trons escaping to the conjugate region are also Ionized Regions
ill ated in Figure 8-10. U An electromagnetic wave propagating

The ion-pair production rate and elec- through an ionized region does work on charged
tro ensity caused by beta particles c7 n be ex- particles in the region and transfers a portion of
pressed conveniently in terms of a radiation in- the wave energy to charged-particle kinetic en-
tensity parameter, A',, defined by: ergy. The electric field exerts a force on all

8.8 x 1015 WF charged particles; however ions, because of their
betas cm' 2sec"1 , (8.1) larger mass, absorb less energy than electrons and

can usually be neglected (an exception is wave
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pv, p=agtion at frequencies below a few hundred ionized medium. Electron collisions with other
kilohertz). If the electrons do not collide with particles change the ordered motion of electrons
other particles, the energy is returned to the into random motion (heat), and energy is ab-
propagating wave without loss, but the phase of sorbed from the wave. For many cases of interest,
the wave is modified. Unless the geomag;,.etic detonation-produced absorption is the overrid-
field is parallel to the electric field of the propa- ing effect on electromagnetic propagation and it
gating wave, some of the energy returned to the is the effect that is understood best.
wave will have an electric field that is epni
ular to the incident electric field. The paropagationS M ThAVELING DISTURBANCESJW•
wave then can be described as the sum of two E AD F REGIONS OF IONOSPHERE=
plane waves termed the ordinary and the extra• The preceding paragraphs discuss
ordinary waves--which have different phase ve-1 Moniza Pion sources from a nuclear explosion that
!ocities. One effect is to change the polarization add to the free electron content u,' the atmo-
of the propagation wave as it travels through the sphere. Following Teak and Orange (megaton
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detonations at altitudes of 76 and 43 kilometers, quencies less than a few gigahertz that systems
respectively: 1958 test series) and again during with antennas pointing at the fireball would
Operation Fish Bowl (1962 test series), the nor- register antenna temperatures equal to the fire-
mal E-region and F-region electron content ap- ball temperature if there were no intervening
peared to be disturbed by hydrodynamic or absorption outside the fireball. Generally, ab-

. hydromagnetic waves created by the detonation sorption caused by prompt and delayed radia-
(the E-region includes the volume from 90 to 160 tion outside the fireball will reduce the escaping
kilometers altitude, and the F-region begins at thermal radiation. 'he effective antenna noise
about 160 kilometers) temperature will depend on the size of the fire-

ball ,'elative to the antenna beam width, the lo-
cation of the fireball relative to the antenna beam,
and the absorption outside the fireball, as well as
te•dl perature and emissivity of the fireball.
W A second source of electromagnetic radia-

tion in the radio band is synchrotron radiation,
which is caused by beta particles spiraling along
geomagnetic field lines. A spiraling beta particle
continually accelerates, and, therefore, it radiates
electromagnetic energy. The radiation is maxi-
mum in the HF baad, and it is approximately
inversely proportional to frequency cubed for
higher frequencies. The radiation is concentrated
in the direction of the vector of electron motion. d.

Because of its directivity, low intensity, and fre-
quency dependence, synchrotron radiation does
not appear to degrade present military systems
seriously.

ABSORPTION~
Exact expressions for the absorption or

energy loss involve components of the earth's
magnetic field as well as electron density, colli-
sion frequency (number of collisions an electron
makes per second), and wave frequency. For fre-
quencies above about 10 megahertz and when

ELECTROWIANETIC bending of the wave is negligible, the incremental
RADIATIONS path absorption can be found from the following
U A heated region emits thermal radiation equation. NV

according to its temperature and emissivity. The a = 4.6 x 104 e dB/km, (8.2)
emissivity at a given frequency approaches unity W + V2
as the absorption becomes large (10 decibels or where
more). The fireball may remain hotter than sev- Ne = electron density (electrons/cm 3 )
eral thousand degrees Kelvin for about a hundred v = collision frequency (collisions/sec)
seconds. It may be sufficiently emissive for fre- w = wave frequency (radians/sec).
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Figure 8-12. 3 Incremental Absorption Due to Electron-Neutral Collisions 3
S Figure 8-12 shows incremental path ab- of the wave, and a more detailed solution is re-
-. ,VLIVI, per electron per cubic centimeter as quired to obtain better values for the absorption.
a function of altitude due to electron-neutral Figures 8-12 and 8-13 can be used with estimates
collisions. Above about 100 kin, where the neu- of electron density (obtained from Figures 8-2
tral particle density is low, absorption due to through 8-9 and 8-11) to determine incremental
electron-neutral collisions is small; however, ab- path absorption. The integral of the incremental
sorption due to electron-ion collisions may be path absorption along the propagation path gives
important. Figure 8-13 shows incremental ab- the total path loss. Equation 8.1 and Figures
sorption due to electron-ion collisions for a 8-12 and 8-13 neglect ion-neutral collisions,
temperature of 10000 K (approximate value of which are important at low frequencies (VLF and
the atmospheric temperature above 200 kin). LF bands). Problems 8-4 through 8-7 provide
The incremental absorption is proportional to methods for estimating total one-way path ab-
(I 000/T)31/2 for other temperatures. The dottea sorption for various propagation paths.
portion of the curves indicates the volume where a As was the case for electron density, it is
the electron density causes considerable bending convenient and useful to present absorption in-
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-' ". .1! 2nd absorption caused by prompt A description of low-frequency propagation in

and delayed radiation outside the fireball sepa- nuclear environments is given in Chapter 17.
rately. With the exception of propagation paths Scaling relations for absorption of propagation

that pass close to the fireball, absorption outside at frequencies greater than a few megahertz are
the fireball is maximum in the D-region (40 to given in succeeding paragraphs; however detailed
90 kin). Generally it is sufficiently accurate to solutions of absorption for propagation paths
consider the largest of the separate absorptions associated with communication and radar systems
as the total absorption along a particular propaga- usually require numerous calculations that can-
tJnath. not be obtained readily from simple hand-

Scaling relations for the attenuation of computation procedures. Figure 8-14 shows the
l6N equencies (VLF and LF bands) are difficult burst conditions (detonation altitudes and yield)
to present. because the amount of absorption for for which prompt and delayed radiation can cause
a particular propagation path depends in detail on absorption outside the fireball. The figure can be
t11C penetration of the wave into the atmosphere. used in conjunction with the discussion in para-
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"" graphs 8-7 and 8-8 to determine whether ab- Beczuse the fireball rises a significant distance

sorption outside the fireball need be considered during these time periods, the duration of deg-
and which radiation sources are important. radation due to absorption will generally be
8-6 Absorption Within the Fireball determined by the relative motion of fireball

in• Fir'eball ionization is localized and I nvroaain ahr

Ptnse: for most purposes, the fireball mayb
considered opaque at all radio frequencies for at
least a few seconds. Calculations ot the magnitude
of absorption at a given time, or thedcuration of a
given magnitude of absorption, are subject to
considerable error because of uncertainties in
predictions of the electron density within the AU•'
fireball (see paragraph 8-1 ) and the f ireball geom-),-
etry. Methods for estimating fireball size and;
absorption through the fireball are given in Prob-
les8-.1 through 8--4.

For detonations below about 80 km and

weapon yields greater than 100 N', absorption
through the fireball is expected to exceed 25
decibels for about 50 seconds at 10 gigahertz
and for longer than 100 seconds at I gigahertz.!
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paragraph 8-4 for debris above the beta-particle
stopping altitude (60 km). The location of the
absorption region is offset from the debris region

8-7 Absoution Caused b mpt Radi tion because of the effect of the geomagnetic field on
Outside the Fireball *the motion of beta particles, as illustrated in

a Absorption outside the fireball caused by Figure 8-10. The horizontal radius of the ab-
prompt radiation may last from tens of seconds sorption region is approximately equal to the
in the VHF band to tens of minutes in the HF debris radius. This radius can vary from a few
band for daytime conditions. At night the ab- kilometers to a few thousand kilometers depend-
sorption decreases more rapidly. For bursts be- ing on weapon yield, detonation altitude, and
low about 100 kilometers, the horizontal radius time after burst.
of the prompt absorption region only extends a PHASE CHANGES
few hundred kilometers from the burst point;A EC G
for higher detonations the extent can be much Phase changes resulting from propagation
longer, through a region of uniform electron density

affect propagation velocity and signal charac-
8-8 Absorption Caused bi Delad ladiation teristics. Relative phase changes due to gradients

Outside the Fireball in electron density change the direction of propa-

Absorption caused by delayed radiation gation and scatter energy from the propagating
(gamma rays and beta particles) is a function of wave. Some phase effects become important only
the location and distribution of the fission debris, for electron densities that cause significant ab-
Estimates of debris rise and expansion for use in sorption. Evaluation of direction changes and
computing delayed-radiation effects are given in scattering requires detailed information corcern-
Pr blms 8-I through 8-3. ing the spatial distribution of electron density,

Delayed gamma rays can produce signif- which is difficult to predict theoretically and
idtbsorption when the debris is at altitudes for which there is only limited experimental data.
above about 25 kilometers. Problem 8-6 describes ___-

methods that can be used to estimate one-way 8-9 Velocity of Propagation

path absorption. The horizontal extent of the Within an ionized region the phase ve-
.rjir region caused by gamma rays de- locity is increased over that in vacuum, but the

pends on weapon fission yield, debris altitude, group velocity, associated with the transmission
time after burst, and wave frequency. The insert of energy, is reduced. The increased time re-
in Figure 8-9 shows the maximum possible extent quired to propagate energy through the region
of ionization and, thus the maximum extent of is proportional to the integral of electron density
absorption; for most cases the region of significant along the propagation path. Typical values of
absorption will be smaller. time delays associated with ionization caused

s When the debris is above about 60 kilo- by nuclear bursts range from a few nanoseconds
meters, beta particles produce D-region absorp- to a few tens of microseconds. The larger time
tion at the burst locale and on the opposite side delays usually are accompanied by significant
of the magnetic equator. Figures 8-49 through absorption when the ionized region occurs below
8-51 can be used to obtain estimates of absorp- 100 km.
tion caused by beta particles in terms of the beta- 5 The phase velocity in an ionized region
radiation intensity parameter that was defined in depends on the frequency. Therefore, the region
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separates waves of different frequencies, i.e., the kilohertz) over paths that are remote from the
region is dispersive. The significance of disper- fireball. It also may be important in the propa-
sion depends critically on the type of signal being gation of much higher frequencies for paths that
propagated and the type of signal processing pass near the fireball, where high electron density
being employed. For frequency-modulated sig- V'dnts can exist.
nals, dispersion causes intermodulation and har- Smaller electron-density gradients cause
monic distortion. For digital systems, dispersion ray ending (refraction). Refraction in the am-
causes pulse-envelope distortion. Dispersion ef- bient ionosphere (E- and F-region) is important
fects caused by electrons below 100 kilometers for beyond-the-horizon propagation in the HF
apvcai u be negligible when compared to ab- band. For radar systems. refraction in the D-
sorption. At higher altitudes, electrons can only region caused by nuclear-burst-produced ioni-
cause important dispersion effects for wide-band zation normally is accompanied by significant
signals (bandwidths of the order of I percent or absorption. Possible exceptions may occur if the
more of the carrier freouency), and these effects propagation path passes close to the fireball or
will probably only occur for propagation paths close to iegions ionized by beta particles (par-
through fireball regions after the electron density ticularly %%hen the propagation path is nearly
has decreased sufficiently that absorption is not parallel to the geomagnetic field lines). Changes
overriding, in the E- and F-region electrni density caused

8-10 Frequency of Propagation by the fireball :r by traveling disturbances may
M modify HF and VHF propagation significantly.

A time-dependent phase change is equiv- E- and F-region elect;on densities sufficient to
alent to a frequency shift. The frequency shift is change the direction of propagation at higher

Sproportional to the time rate of change of the frequencies by a few degrees can occur without
electron density integral along the propagation causing significant absorption.
path. Frequei."'y changes may be caused by
changes in electron density with time along a 8-12 Scatter and S.-intillation I
fixed propagation path or by motion of the pro- I W

pagation path in a region of inhomogeneous elec- Inhomogeneities in the propagation me-
tron density. For a fixed propagation path, fre- dium (variations in the dielectric constant of the
quencv changes caused by nuclear-weapon- medium) cause a small amount of incident energy

produced ionization are small (a few hertz for a to be scattercd away from the original propa-
10 megahertz signal) by a few seconds after gation direction. The direction of scatter depends
burst. Larger frequency changes may occur when on the shape of the inhomogeneities and their
the propagation path moves through regions of orientation relative to that of the incident beam.
high electron density, such as the fireball; how- Energy that is forward scattered as the wave
ever, in those cases absorption generally will be traverses inhomogeneous regions can cause fluc-
overriding. tuations in the amplitude and the phase of the

wave, called scintillation. The phase fluctuations
8-11 Direction of Propagation are equivalent to fluctuations in the direction of

Sn Spatial gradients in electron-density can propagation that result in random variations in
c1ange the direction of propagation. When the the angle of arrival of received signals. Small
electron density gradient is steep, part of the amounts of backscattered energy can produce
energy can be reflected. Reflection is important interference to radar systems called clutter.
in the propagation of low frequencies (tens of The analysis and quantitative description
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of scatter requires a statistical model of the Significant backscatter has been observed
spatial distribution of inhomogeneities in the Tioifireball regions from a few tens of seconds
propagating medium. Sufficient information to a few minutes after burst. Figure 8-15 shows
from which such models could .be constructed the general order of magnitude of the surface

for nuclear-weapon-produced ionization is not scattering coefficient (multiply by the area of
available. There are limited experimental data the scattering surface to obtain radar cross sec-
from nuclear weapon tests concerning backscat- tion) derived from experimental data. Below
ter; however, interpretation of these data is about 20 kin, scattering is apparently due to vari-
difficult, and sufficient infoimation for the con- ations in air density across fireball boundaries
struction of a complete empirical model is not and across shock waves. For surface bursts, dust,
available, dirt, and water vapor appear to cause backscatter
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from the stem of the rising cloud. Backscatter quently is the most important phenomena af-
from fireballs above 20 km can be explained in fecting propagation of radio frequencies; how-
terms of partial reflection, or scatter from in- ever, detailed solutions of absorption for propa-
homogeneities in electron density in the fireball gation paths associated with communication and
or in the shock fronts. The cross section appears radar systems usually require numerous computa-
to decrease with increasing frequency. The mini- tions that cannot be obtained readily by hand
mum in the apparent cross section near 20 km is calculations. The procedure for calculating ab-
due to several mechanisms, the prime of which is sorption that are described below offer a means
the absorption sheath caused by beta particles for obtaining reasonable estimates of radio fre-
escaping from the fireball. The scattering coef- quency absorption for many situations of interest,
ficients shown in Figure 8-15 are only illustrative; however, the user should maintain awareness of
observed values vary over an order of magnitude, the limitations defined for each of the cal-
depending on the relative geometry of propaga- culations.
tion path and fireball, the characteristics of radars The calculation of the absorption of radio
used in obtaining the data, and the time after frI'rncies will be described separately for three
burst. conditions: absorption of propagation paths going
O Backscatter is also observed from regions through the fireball, absorption caused by prompt
o e d-aligned ionization (ionized regions that radiation outside of the fireball, and absorption

are elongated along the geomagnetic field, often caused by delayed radiation outside of the fire-
referred to as auroral ionization) which can be ball (this last condition is divided further into
produced above about 80 km by beta particles, absorption caused by delayed gamma rays and

( Field-aligned ionization can also occur within absoption caused by delayed beta particles).
the fireball after a few tens of seconds for deto- a Prior to the determination of the absorp-
nations above about 80 kilometers. The magni- tion along any of the paths discussed above, the
tude of backscatter is asp --, sensitive; maximu i size and location of the fireball region and/or
backscatter occurs when the propagation path s the debris region must be determined. The spatial
normal to geomagnetic field lines. Backscattk, and temporal characteristics of the fireball and
from field-aligned ionization is ihought to be a the debris regions created by nuclear bursts are
volume effect; vclume scattering coefficients of complex. Idealized geometric model have been
about 10-13 m2 /m 3 at 400 MHz have been ob- adopted for the purpose of analysis. The dimen-
served from beta-particle ionization regions. Sig- sions of three scaling models, based largely on
nificantly larger coefficients may occur from interpolations of data from high-altitude nuclear
field-aligned ionization caused by the fireball. tests, are used to represent detonations in three
The cross section scales inversely as about the burst altitude regimes; below 80 kilometers, be-
4.5 power of frequency. Returns have been re- tween 85 and 120 kilometers, and above 120
corded for several hours after burst. kilometers. The characteristics of the fireball

and the debris are discussed separately for these
SECTION II three burst altitude regimes in succeeding para-

METHODS FOR CALCULATING graphs. Figure 8-16 illustrates the idealized geo-

ABSORPTION OF RADIO metric models referred to in the discussions.

FREQUENCIES Dimensions shown in Figure 8-16 are defined
REUN W in the discussions or in the illustrative prob-

As discussed previously, absorption fre- lems that follow.
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8-13 Size and Location of Fireball and 8-14 Size and Location of Fireball and
Debris Regions for Detonations Debris Regions for Detonations
Below 85 Kilometers 0 Between 85 and 120 Kilometers

When a nuclear weapon is detonated at When a nuclear detonation occurs be-
-A atween 85 and 120 kilometers, the fireball trans-

tan initude below about 85 kilometers, the fire- forms from a sphere to a cylinder or tube aligned
ballalong the geomagnetic field. The model used for
relatively small spherical region (see Chapter 1). the calculations described herein assumes that
After the fireball is formed, it expands and rises the fireball stabilizes at its maximum altitude
above the detonation point, carrying the fission above ground zero. The fireball radial dimension
debris with it. Depending on the weapon yield also is assumed to remain constant after 7 min-
and the detonation altitude, the fireball may utes. A fireball region is not defined for times
become toroidal in shape as it rises. After rising, Ion er than 2 hours after burst.
the fireball will become stabilized in altitude Delayed radiation (gamma iays and beta
and will diffuse into a pancake shape. pa-les) is assumed to be emitted -from a single

UIf the fireball rises above 200 kilometers, debris pancake, which is assumed to rise with the
t is asumed to fall back to 200 kilometers. If fireball and then to settle slowly along the geo-

the peak altitude of the fireball is less than 200 magnetic field until it reaches 200 kilometers
kilometers, it is assumed to stabilize at its peak altitude at approximately 2 hours after burst.
altitude. As the debris settles, the center is offset from

The initial fireball radius is the parameter ground zero toward the nearest magnetic pole,
Sts o determine whether the fireball will form as illustrated in Figure 8-17. Figures 8-19 through

a toroid. The toroid is assumed to transform into 8-29 are used to determine the spatial and
a pancake at 7 minutes after burst. with a vertical temporal history of the fireball (and the debris)
thickness equal to the vertical dimension of the for bursts that occur at altitudes between 85
toroid at 7 minutes. If the fireball does not form and 120 kilometers.
a toroid, the fireball is assumed to transform
from a sphere to a pancake when the radius be- 8-15 Size and Location of Fireball and

comes 100 kilometers. The vertical thickness of Debris Regions for Detonations

the pancake is assumed t6 be 100 kilometers. Above 120 Kilometers 3
h m Theoretical and experimental data are

The model provided for determining the incomplete for this altitude region; therefore,
location of the debris is intended for calculation scaling relations are given only for a few para-
of delayed-radiation (gamma rays and beta par- metric yields and detonation altitudes. Three
ticles) effects. For times later than a few tens of se s ar d detheafireballregion:ra
minutes after burst, the size and location of the shapes are used to model the fireball region: a

debris region will depend on atmospheric winds sphere, a pancake, and a cylinder or tube aligned
and diffusion, and the model may be consider- along the geomagnetic field. Figure 8-16 illus-
andy dfion aneh d traterthe fireball geometry.
ably in error. As the detonation altitude is increased

" Figures 8-19 through 8-25 are used to above 120 kilometers, the debris is distributed
de ermine the spatial and temporal history of over a larger region. Some debris can be trans-
the fireball (and the debris), for bursts that ported across the magnetic equator. The single-
occur below 85 kilometers. pancake debris region used at lower altitudes to.
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Figure 8-17. Debris Behavior for Detonation Altitudes Greater Than 85 km3

I"
model delayed radiation effects is not adequate, debris transported across the magnetic equator is
so multiple regions are used. assumed to be independent of geomagnetic dip

m Up to three debris regions are used to angle for detonations above 250 kilometers. A
Pe 11mine the delayed radiation resulting from small amount of deb7is can reach the conjugate
detonations above 120 kilometers. Figure 8-18 region for detonations below 250 kilometers and
illustrates the geometry. Two of these regions low dip angles. The time required for the debris

, .. d 2) model debris in the burst to reach the conjugate region depends on detona-
region, and the third (Region 3) models debris tion altitude and geomagnetic dip angle; how-
transported across the magnetic equator to the ever, for purposes of calculating delayed gamma
conjugate region. For convenience and because radiation, the debris can be assumed to reach the
little is known about the debris location in the conjugate region immediately after burst.
conjugate region, the beta-particle ionization in About 20 percent of the debris for deto-
the burst and conjugate regions associated with n 101 above'1 20 kilometers is not accounted for
Debris Region 3 is assumed to coincide with that in the model. This debris is assumed to escape to
associated with Debris Region 1. Debris Region 3 large distances; some may be carried into space
is used to compute gamma-ray ionization in the and some may be spread world-wide. At least
conjugate region. For weapons detonated above part of this debris will be trapped on the mag-
250 kilometers, Region 2 is used to determine netic field lines above the burst. While this debris
both gamma-ray and beta-particle ionization, probably is not important for single bursts, it

a in the model used herein, the fraction of could cause significant delayed radiation after
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le weapon detonations. kilometers altitude at about 2 hours after burst.
After rising to peak altitude, the three The debris regions are offset from ground zero
regions are assumed to settle along the or the conjugate of ground zero toward the

geomagnetic field lines until they reach 200 magnetic pole.

I
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Problem 8-1 Calculation of Fireball Size, Shape, and Location
for a Burst Below 85 Kilometers

s Figures 8-19 through 8-25 contain fam- i The radius and shape of the fireball at a
iesof curves with which the size, shape, and time t after burst are obtained from Figures 8-23
location of the fireball resulting from a nuclear through 8-25, as follows:
detonation below 85 kilometers may be esti- 1. Enter Figure 8-23 with weapon yield
mateJ. For bursts in this altitude regime, the and detonation altitude ho to obtain the initial
debris altitude hd is assumed to be the same as fireball radius Ro lfR <4 km
tihe fhiebaii altitude hjb. The debris is distributed 0' go to 2 oher
non-uniformly within the fireball region. How- wise go to 3 when t < 7 minutes or go to 4 when

ever, for simplified calculations of delayed radia- > 7 minutes.

tion effects, the debris region can be assumed to 2. Determine ttoid, the time of toroid

be a thin pancake region with radius Rd equal to formation, from Figure 8-24 by selecting the

the fireball radius Rid fireball radius curve for the value of Ro deter-
fb mined above, by locating the intercept of this

The altitude oftefrblataimta ®rr urst is obtained from Figures 8-19 through curve with the toroid formation time curve, and

8-22 by a series of steps, as follows: by reading t toroid on the abscissa.

I. Enter Figure 8-19 with the weapon yield 3. Enter Figure 8-24 with the time of in-

and detenation altitude ho to obtain hr, the terest t and the initial fireball radiusRo. Deter-

distance the fireball will rise above the detona- mine Rib, the fireball radius at time t, then go

tion point. The maximum fireball altitude, hm, to 5.

is 4. Enter Figure 8-24 with t = 7 minutes

hm = h + hr km. and the initial fireball radius Ro; obtain the fire-
ball radius at 7 minutes after burst, Rfb (7). Enter

Enter Figure 8-20 with hr to obtain the time Figure 8-25 with t and hm to obt-ifi AR. Corn-

required to reach maximum altitude tr. If t > tr pute Rjb, as follows:
Pnd h, < 200 km, go to 3; otherwise go to 2. R b = Rib(7) 4 AR.

2. If t < tr, enter Figure 8-21 with time

after burst and hr to oblain hN, an altitude 5. The fireball will be a
normalizing factor. If hm > 200 km, enter
Figure 8-22 with 7- = titr to obtain fh, the fire- sphere if Ro •< 4 km and , < ttoroidl, or if

ball height factor.
3. Compute hfo, the fireball altitude at R0 >4km and Rb<100 ki;

tiet toroid if Ro < 4 kmn and ttoroid •< t < 7 minutes;
(ho + hNh.) km

when t < tr pancake if Ro < 4 km and t > 7 minutes, or if

hm km Ro > 4 km and Rfi l< 100 km.
hib = when t > tr, hm < 200 If the fireball shape is a toroid, compute the

[200 + fh (hm - 200)] km inner toroid radius:

when t > t h > 200 uiner 2
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If the fireball shape is a pancake, compute the ho = ho + hNhr = 50 + (0.6)(50) = 80 km
pancake semithickness: f. From Figure 8-23, Ro = 2 km for a

SR < 4kmMt weapon detonation at 50 km.
0 g. From Figure 8-24, ttoroid = 1.7 min for

SH =R° = 2 km.

h. From Figure 8-24, Rfb = 30 km 2 min

50 Ro > 4 km. after a burst with Ro = 2 km.

i. Since tioroid < t < 7 minutes, the fireball
Exanmlelj shape is a toroid, and

Given: A 1 Mt weapon burst at an altitude Rib 30
of 50km. Rinner 2- 2 -15 km.

Find: The size, shape, and location of the Answer: The fireball is a toroid centered at
fireball and debris region 2 minutes after the 80 kilometers altitude. The outer radius is 30
burst. kilometers and the inner radius is 15 kilometers

Solution." (see Figure 8-16). The altitude and radius of the

a. From Figure 8-19 hr • 50 km for a debris pancake are 80 kilometers and 30 kilo-
I Mt weapon burst at 50 km. m s. respectively

b. hm = ho + hr = 50 + 50 = 100 km. Reliability The size and location of
ct ebris region de~pnd on atmospheric winds

c. From Figure 8-20. tr = 10 mi for hr = and diffusion. Since these effects are neglected

in the model described herein, the results pre-
d. From Figure 8- 2 1, hNr = 0.6 fort= 2 min dicted by the model may be considerably in

and h,.= 50 km.

e. Since t <tr. * Related daterial3 See paragraph 8-13.
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Problem 8-2 Calculation of Fireball Size, Shape, anid Location
for a Burst Between 85 and 120 kilometers

Figures 8-19 through 8-29 contain fam- Ro. Enter Figure 8-26 with weapon yield to ob-
i of curves with which the size, shape, and tain the magnetic equilibrium radius Req. Deter-

location of the fireball resulting from a nuclear mine the time to reach Re, t' from Figure 8-24
detonation between 85 and 120 kilometers may by selecting the fireball radius curve for the value
be estimated. For bursts in this altitude regime, of Ro obtained from Figure 8-23 and by deter-
the fireball transforms from a sphere to a cyl- mining the time when the fireball radius (Rfb) is
inder or tube aligned along the geomagnetic field equal to Req. If t > t ', go to 3; otherwise go to 2.
line. A fireball region is not defined for times 2. Enter Figure 8-24 with t and Ro to ob-
aae burst greater than 2 hours. tain Rib, the fireball radius at time t. Go to Step 4.

a The altitude of the fireball at a time t 3. Compute Rfb:
atburst is obtained from Figures 8-19 through
8-21 by a series of steps, as follows: (Req + (t - t') Ro km

1. Enter Figure 8-19 with weapon yieldW tee
and detonation altitude ho to obtain hr, the t < 7 minutes,
distance the fireball will rise above the detona- Rb Q
tion point. The maximum fireball altitude, hm, (R + (7- t') Ro) km

is t > 7 minutes.

hm = hr + ho km. 4. The reball shape will be a

Enter Figure 8-20 with hr to obtain the time to sphere if t < t
reach maximum altitude tr. If t > t,, go to 3; tube if t > t'.
otherwise go to 2.

2. If t < tr, enter Figure 8-21 with time If the time of interest t is greater than t',
after burst and hr to obtain hN, and altitude the time to reach the magnetic equilibrium radius,
normalizing factor. the tube fireball dimensions are obtained as

3. Conmute hib, the fireball altitude at follows:
time t: 1. If t'> tr (obtained from Figure 8-20

above), go to 2; otherwise enter Figure 8-21
(ho + hNh) km with t = t 'and hr (from Figure 8-19) and obtain

t < t minutes hN(t .

h h 2. Compute hib(t 7):

tr < t < 120 minutes (ho + hN(t eshr) km

t' < t. minutes,

The radius and shape of the fireball at a hJOb( h km
time t after burst are obtained from Figures 8-23, hm
8-24, and 8-26, as tollows: t, > tr minut es.

1. Enter Figure 8-23 with weapon yield and
detonation altitude ho to obtain fireball radius Compute the altitude of the base of the
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tube hb (hb is taken as the altitude of the If the maximum fireball altitude, hM, is
base if hb > 200 kin): equal to or less than 200 kilometers, the debris

hb = hfb(t Req km. offset is zero (see Figure 8-17). If hm is greater
than 200 kilometers, enter Figure 8-28 with hm

Compute the length of the fireball up and the magnetic dip angle, ip, to obtain the max-

the tube in the direction of the magnetic imum debris offset Dd. Then enter Figure 8-29

field line, L with the quantity (t - tr) to obtain a value of the
debris offset correction factor fo. The debris

Lup = 6(t-t)Ro +Rib km. offset, Ad, is:

Compute the quantity LU. Ad = foD(: (hm > 200 kin).

h( b - hb 4 The radius of the debris is obtained from

sin km hb 200 km previously determined dimensions, as follows:

hi - 200km h >200k, Rib km

\ sin k b 2 t < 120 minutes

where ýp is the magnetic dig angle at the burst Rd
location. If the magnetic dip angle is not known [Req + P - t ) Ro
for the burst location, it can be determined from + 3 (t - 120)] km
Figure 8-54. The length of the fireball down the t > 120 m
tube will be the smaller of Lup and L' t > 120 minutes

n tIf the time of interest t is equal to or less

t ,hant r, the time to reach maximum altitude, or Example
if the maximum fireball altitude, hm, is less than Given: A I Mt weapon burst at an altitude200 kilometers, the debris altitude, hd, is deter- of 100 kin, at a location where the magnetic dip

mined from the fireball altitude as described be- angle, T h, is 600.
low. If ihc. time of interest is equal to or greater
than the time to reach maximum altitude (t > t), fireball, and the altitude, radius, and offset ofand the maximum fireball altitude is greate the debris region 20 minutes after the burst.

than 200 kilometers (hm > 200), Figure 8-27 is Solution:
entered with the quantity (t - tr) to obtain the a. From Figure 8-19, hr = 800 km for a
debris height factor fh" The debris altitude is 1 Mt weapon burst at 100 km.
then determined as follows: b. hm = hr + ho = 800 + 100 = 900 km.

h km c. From Figure 8-20, tr = 7 minutes for

t ,tr mi hr =800 km.

d. Since tr < t,hd hm km

t rmin, hm 200 km hfb = hm 900 km

[200 + fh(hm - 200)] km e. From Figure 8-23, Ro = 15 km for a

t tr min, hm > 200 km I Mt burst at 100 km altitude.
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f. From Figure 8-26, Req = 100 km for a fh = 0.9.
1 Mt weapon.

g. From Figure 8-24, t' = 0.9 nin for The altitude of the debris is, therefore,
Ro = 15 km and Ri = Req = 100 km. hd = 200 + fh(hm -200)

h. Since t > 7 min, the fireball shape is a
tube, and = 200 + (0.9)(900 - 200) = 830 km.

Rib Req (7 - t ) Ro p. From Figure 8-28, the maximum debris
q offset Dd = 350 km forp o = 60' andhm = 900 km.

= 100 +- (6.1)(15) = 192 km From Figure 8-29, the debris offset correction

factor isfo = 0.1 for (t - tr) = 13 min. Therefore,
i. From Figure 8-21, hN(t) = 0.25 for the debris offset is

t t'= 0.9 min and hr = 800 km.
j. Since t ' < tr, Ad = foDd = (0.1)(350) = 35 km.

h =b(t ho + hN(t ) hr q. Since r < 120 minutes,

= 100 + (0.25)(800) = 300 km. Rd = Rib = 192 km.
Answer:

k. The height of the fireball base is
a. The fireball is a tube with dimensions as

hb = hib(t) - Req = 300 - 100 = 200 km follows (refer to Figure 8-16):

1. The length up the fireball tube is hjb = 900 km,

Lw.p = 6(t - t') Ro + Rb Rib = 192 km,

= (6)(19.1)(15) + 192 = 1911 km Lup = 1911 kni,

Ldcwn = 810 km.
m. Since hb = 200 kin, the quantity L 'is

b. The debris region is a pancake with a
L'= - 900 - 200 = 810 km radius of 192 km centered at an altitude of 830

sin ýo 0.87 km. It is offset 35 km towards the north pole
frhe burst poialfefer to Figure 8-17).

n. Since L'< L Reliabilityu The size and location of
UP the fireball and debris, particularly late time

Ldown = L'= 810 km. debris expansion, are affected by atmospheric
winds and diffusion. Since these effects are ne-

o. Since t > tr and hm > 200 km, tie quan- glected in the model described herein, the re-
tity fh must be determined from Figure 8-27. sults predicted by the model may be coasiderably
Entering Figure 8-27 with t - tr = 13, the quan- in error.
tity is determined to be 3 RelatedMateriew See paragraph 8-14.
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Problem 8-3 Calculation of Size, Shape, and Location of Fireball and Debris
Regions for a Burst Above 120 kilometers

U Table 8-2 and Figures 8-27 through 8-38 meters (see Figure 8-16) is equal to the value
contain data with which estimates may be made shown in the column headed -x" in Table 8-2.
of the size, shape, and location of the fireball and Together, these values provide the size and loca-
the debris regions for nuclear detonations above tion of the fireball at the desired time.
120 kilometers. As discussed in paragraph 8-15 3. If the fireball is a tube, the fireball alti-
and shown in Figure 8-18, three separate debris tude, hfb, and fireball radius Rfb, are once again
regions are considered. Three shapes are used to read diiectly from Table 8-2. The fireball lengths
model the fireball region: a sphere, a pancake, up and down the tube (see Figure 8-16) are deter-
and a tube (cylinder) along the geomagnetic mined from the values in the columns headed
fiL lThe shapes are illustrated in Figure 8-16. "x" and "y" in Table 8-2, as follows:

Table 8-2 is used to determine the fireball hfb - 200
size, shape, and location (note that time after Ldown = Isin- - - ki, or
burst is given in seconds in Table 8-2). The !able
provides relations for a few parametric yields and x
detonation altitudes. In view of the uncertainties Ldown- 21sin 1 whichever is smaller,
in both theoretical and experimental data in this
burst altitude regime, interpolation between sec- Lup = 2siy-- ý km,
tions of Table 8-2 is not warranted. Data pro-
vided in the table fcr the yield and altitude corn- where 'p is the magnetic dip angle at the burst
bination nearest to those desired should be used. point. If the magnetic dip a.igle is not known, it
If either the desired yield or the desired detona- can be obtained from Figure 8-54. A negative
tion altitude is midway between values given in value for y in Table 8-2 means that both x and y
the table, values for the next higher yield and/or are dimensions down the geomagnetic field and
detonation altitude should be used. The phenom- thgleball is below hfb.
enology is very uncertain for yields greater than U Figures 8-30 through 8-38 co, tain fam-
10 Mt. If estimates are required for yields greater ilies of curves with which the size and location of
than 10 Mt, the dimensions and location given the three debris regions may be estimated. Once
for a 10 Mt burst should be used: Table 8-2 again, the uncertainties in the data are such that
indicates the shape of the fireball for the various interpolation between figures is not warranted.

* yields and burst altitudes as a function of time Data on the figure for the yield nearest to that
(in seconds) after burst. The size and location of drsired should be used. If the desired yield is
the fireball are determined as described below, midway between values provided, data for the

1. If the fireball is a sphere, the fireball next higher value should be used.
altitude, hib, and fireball radius. Rfb, are read 3 The fraction of the total weapon debris
directly from Table 8-2 for the time of interest, in.each of the debris regions is obtained by use

2. If the fireball is a pancake, the fireball of Figure 8-30 and the calculations described
altitude h , and the fireball radius, Rfb, are below. Enter Figure 8-30 with the magnetic dip
read direct'ly from Table 8-2 for the time of in- anple 'p and the altitude of detonation ho to ob-
terest. The semithickness of the pancake in kilo- tain the traction of debris going to debris region
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U
3, X (see Figure 8-18). Compute the fraction of 3. The offset of debris region 1 is
the debris in each of the three regions as follows:lo x II Ad1 •:foDd km.

(10.8 - X ho 250 km,Ad--fdkm
FF1 = Debris region 2 is only defined for bursts

0.6 - X ho > 250 kin, above 250 km. The size and location are deter-
mined by a series of steps, as follows. If t < 10

=ho << 250 km, minutes, go to 2; otherwise go to 1.
FF2 1. Enter Figure 8-27 with T = t - 10 min to

0.2 ho > 250 kin, obtain the debris height correction factorfh.
2. Compute the maximum altitude, hm 2 , for

FF3 = X, debris region 2:

where FF1, FF2, and FF3 are the fractions of hm2 = h0 + 500 W 113 km

total weapon debris in regions 1, 2, and 3, re-

spectively. The sum of the three fractions is al- Compute the altitude for debris region 2 at time t:
ways less thanf 1.0, since some debris is assumed
to esape to long distances (see paragraph 8-15). hm2 km

The altitude, hd, for debris region I is t :< 10 min,
aoained from Figures 8-31 through 8-34 by =d2
selecting the figure with the yield closest to that 200 + + 500 W113 

- 00) kmdesired, and by determining hdl for the time andI

burst altitude of interest. The maximum .ltitude r > 10 n in,

to which the debris rises in region l,hml should
also be obtained for use in determining the debris where W is the weapon yield in megatons.
offset as described later. 3. Compute the radius for debris region 2,

The debris radius,Rdl, for debris region I Rd2:
is oained from Figures 8-35 through 8-38 by 500 W113 km
selecting the figure with the yield closest to that
uebired, and by determining Rd, for the time and t < 120 min,
burst altitude of interest. Rd2 =P If t < 10 minutes, the offset for debris )500 W113 + 3 (t - 120) km

1, Ad, is zero. If t > 10 minutes, the off- t > 120 min,
set of debris region I is determined as follows.

1. Obtain the maximum debris offset Dd 4. If i < 10 minutes, the debris offset, Ad 2 ,
from Figure 8-28 for hm = hmi, as deter ained equals zero. If t > 10 minutes, Ad 2 is determined
abovt, and the magnetic dip angle, ýp, of interest, from Figures 8-28 and 8-29. Enter Figure 8-28

2. Calculate r: with magnetic dip angle, ýp, and hm = hm2 to ob-
tain Dd. Calculate r:

r = t - 10 min.
t - 10 min.

Enter Figure 8-29 with r to obtain the debris
offset correction factorfo. Enter Figure 8-29 to obtain the debris offset
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correction factor, fo. Calculate Ad 2 , the debris c. From Figure 8-30, the fraction of debris
offset for region 2: transported to debris region 3, X, is 0.2 for a

burst altitude of 250 km. Therefore,Ad2 =- Ddfo.

£ The debris altitude, radiu, and offset for FFI = 0.6
debris iegion 3 are assumed to be the same as FF2 = 0
those determined for debris region 1, but they
are located in the magnetic conjugate area (see FF3 - 0.2

~~e8-18).
Exa81pl8). d. From Figure 8-33,

Given: A I weapon detonated at 250 km
altitude at a location where the magnetic dip hdl= 625 kin, and
angle is 600. hr= 800 km.

Find: The shape, size, and location of the
fireball, and the altitude, radius, and offset of e. From Figure 8-37,
the debris regions 2 minutes after the burst.

Solution: Rdl = 150 km.

a. Since the altitude of interest is midway
between !he altitudes provided in Table 8-2, the f. Since t < 10 min, Ad] = 0.
larger (300 km) is used. From the data provided g. Since the burst altitude is not greater
in Table 8-2 for I Mt at a burst altitude of than 250 km, no debris region 2 is defined.
300 km, the following values are obtained for

1h. The size and altitude of debris region 3
Firebl s he iare the same as those of debris region 1, but debris

region 3 is centered over the magnetic conjugate
htb = 290 km of zhe burst point.

Answer:
R~b = 150 km

a. The fireball is a tube with the following
x = 160 dimensions (see Figure 8-16 for illustration of

y = 300 the meaning of the dimensions):

b. h/b = 290 km

h - 200 290 - 200 Rib = 150 km
(1) -- 103 km.

( sin 'Pl 0.87 Ldown = 92 km

x _ 160 9
(2) 21sin -1 (2)(0.87) -92 km. = 172 km

Since the result obtained in (2) is less than b. There are two debris pancake regions for

that obtained in (1), use in determining delayed radiation effects.
Debris region 1 is a pancake centered over the

Ldown = 92 km. burst point with an altitude and radius of 625 kin

Ly 300 172 km. and 150 kin, respectively. Debris region 3 is a
up 21sin ýpl (2)(0.87) pancake directly over the conjugate of the burst
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point, and it has the same altitude and radius as and experimental uncertainties concerning bursts
debris region 1. Sixty percent of the fission debris above 120 km, together with the uncertainties
is in debris region 1, and twenty percent is in introduced by using fixed parametric yield/deto-

debris region 3. (Twenty percent is assumed to nation altitude combinations, results predicted
by the model described above may be con-escape to large distances.) siderably in error.

* Reliabilit3 Because of the theoretical Related Materia3 See paragraph 8-15.
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Problem 8-4 Absorption through the Fireball

U Ta')les 8-3 through 8-7 and Figure 8-39 with the weapon yield closest to the desired
are used to obtain estimates of the absorption of yield at the closest detonation altitude, time
signals propagating through the fireball for para- after burst, and frequency given in the table. If
metric burst yields and Cetonation altitudes. The the detonation altitude is 50 km or greater (but
temperature and electron density within the fire- not greater than 80 km), the absorption for

,-ill nrp -simed to be uniformly distributed; 1000 MHz, Aib is read from the appropriate
thus, the absorption through the fireball is linearly table at the closest detonation altitude and time
dependei•t upon the distance the propagation after burst. The absorption is then calculated as
path travels through the fireball. The fireball lo- follows:
cation and size can be determined from Table 8-2 106
and Figures 8-16 through 8-38, as described in A = Ak -b

Problems 8-1 through 8-3.
The absorption data are given for a path

Seng through the fireball equal to the fireball w _.._ is the desired frequency in MHz.
diameter if the fireball is a sphere, equal to the iIf the time after burst is greater than 300
diameter of the toroid arm if the fireball is a - -con-s and the fireball altitude is less than 60
toroid, equal to the vertical thickness of a pan- kilometers, the absorption of signals propagating
cake if the fireball is a pancake, or equal to the through the fireball may be estimated frorr Fig-
diameter of the tube if the fireball is a tube. For ure 8-39. The quantity L is obtained from Fig-

detonations that occur above about 50 km, the ure 8-39 for the appropriate fireball altitude and
fireball absorption scales inversely with the square frequency. The absorption is then calculated as

0 o frequency. follows:
When the fireball is below an altitude of

ut 60 km, beta particles deposit their energy Ab= La NTO
within the fireball, and they are the major source
of ionization and absorption after the fireball has where A' is the beta particle radiation intensity

, vLim atmospheric temperature. When the parameter defined by equation 8.1 in paragraph
altitude of the fireball is greater than 60 km,
absorption caused by beta-particle ionization Table 8-7 provides data to determine ab-
should be determined by the methods described sorption of signals propagating through the fire-
in Problem 8-7. ball of bursts that occur at altitudes above 80 km.

T bles 8-3 through 8-6 provide data to The absorption of a 1000 MHz signal (Afb) is
" en e absorption of. signals propagating read from Table 8-7 for the weapon yield and

through the fi-eball of bursts that occur below altitude closest to those desired. The absorption
80 km at times after burst less than 300 seconds at the desired frequency (A.b) is then calculated
and fireball altitudes greater than 60 km (the as follows:
fireball altitude at the time of interest may be 106
obtained by the methods described in Problem Afb = Af---,
8-I). If the detonation altitude is below 50 kin,
the absorption Afb is read directly from the table where f is the frequency in MHz.
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WeExam•le 10 those desired that are tabulated in Table 8-7 are
ii~en: A I Mt weapon burst at an altitude 1 Mt and 10 min (6C0 sec). The absorption for a

50 km. 1000 MHz signal 10 min after a 1 Mt burst at
Find: The absorption of a 400 MHz signal I ") km is

propagating through the fireball 2 min after burst.
Solution: From Table 8-5, the absorption = 3.2 dB;

of a 1000 MHz signal 2 min after a burst at 50 therefore,
km is

106k 0.2 Adb = (3.2)---1 = 20 dB.
A =0.2 dB; (400)2

Answer: The absorption of a 400 MHztherefore, signal propagating through the fireball of a 4 Mt

106 weapon 15 min after the weapon was detonated
Ab = (0.2) (4 = 1.25 dB. at ititude of 15 56 is approximately 20 dB.

(400)2 Reliability The uncertainties in pre-
Answer: The absorption of a 400 MHz dicting fireball dimensions and electron density

signal propagating through the fireball of a I Mt are such thaL estimates of the duration of a given
weapon 2 min after the weapon was detonated level of absorption are uncertain by at least a
at an altitude of 50 kim is 1.25 dB. factor of two. In general, the duration of ab-

• Example 2 sorption caused by the rising fireball will be
" iven: A 4 weapon burst at an altitude determined by how long the fireball interdicts
of 150 km. the propagation path, rather than the time period

Find: The absorption of a 400 MHz signal that the fireball remains absorbing at a given
propagating through the fireball 15 min after fr ncy.
burst. Related Material U 3See paragraph 8-6

Solution: The yield and time nearest to and Problems 8-1 through -3.
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Table 8-3 Absorption (dB) Through Fireball for Detonations Below 80 km. W = 10 kt n

Time Freq. Deton_,_mon Altitude -ki

(sec) (MHO) 0 10 Z0 30 40 50 60 70 8 0

10 100 8.5E3 2.0E4 Z.7ES 9. 1E6. 1.7E7
400 S.5E3 1.9E4 2.4E5 2.5E6 I.4E6

1.000 a.5E3 1.9E4 1.4E5 5.0E5 Z.2E5 1.4E5 I. 1F3 3.8EZ 1.7E2
4,000 B.ZE 3 !.ZE14 1.7E4 3.3E4 1.4E4

10,000 6.7E3 3.7r3 Z.8E3 S.3E3 2.2E3

20 100 3. 1E3 1.2E4 Z.9E4 5.ZE4 3.OES
400 3.ZE3 1.2E4 2.4r.i 1.ZE4 2,2E4

1'000 3.1E3 1.ZE4 1.3E4 Z.3E3 3.6E3 1.3E4 3.7E2 1.OEZ 2.7E1
4,000 3.03 6.7E3 1.4E3 1.5E2 2.3EZ

10,000 Z.4E3 2.0E3 2.3E2 Z.3EI 3.6E1

30 100 7.4E2 8.5E3 2.2E4 3.8E4 I.5E4
400 7.4E2 8.4E3 1.8E4 7.5E3 I. iE3

3,000 7.3EZ 8.0E3 8.7E3 1.4E3 i. ? ."l 7E_ 4.2 2 B.0EO

4,000 7.0EZ 4.1E3 S.SE2 B.7E1 1. &Z-
10,000 5.4EZ 1. IE3 1.4E2 1.4E1 1.7EO

40 100 7.3E1 3.ZE3 1.7E4 2.9E4 9.9E3
400 7.3E1 3. E3 !.4E4 5.0E3 6.9E2

1.000 7.3E1 3.0E3 6.0E3 8.9E2 1. 01.2 1.7E3 1 .BE1 2.Ot 3.8E0
4,000 6.9E1 1.4E3 S.5E2 S.7EI 7.OLO

10,000 5.2E1 3.5E2 9.0E1 9.)EO 1. IEO

50 100 4.6E0 4.7EZ 1.2E4 2.3E4 7.0E3
400 4.610 4.7E2 8.6E3 3.5E3 4.8E2

1,000 4.6E0 4.3£2 3.513 6.1E2 7.6E1 1. IE31 1. 1 2.210 1.920
4,000 4.3E0 1.8E2 3.0E2 3.9E1 4.9L0

10,000 3.2E0 4.4E1 4.9E1 6.210 7.7E-1

60 100 2.6E.I 3.9E1 3.813 1.8E4 5. IE3
400 2.6E.1 3.9Ei 2*.73 2.4E3 3.4E2

1,000 2.6E-1 3.5EI 1.0E3 4.CEZ 5.5EI 8.OEO 6.6E0 1.3E0 1.110
4.000 2.3E*! 1.14E 8.3E1 2.6E1 3.4E0

10,000 .1.?-1 3.110 3.4 1 4.21o 5.5r.1

90 100 5.6E.3 4.81-. 3.3E1' 6.5E2Z 1.5E3
400 5.6.-3 4.6E-1 2.011 6.9r1 9.9E1

1,000 5.6E-3 4.0E-I 6.110 1.211 1.6E1 3.3E0 2. l30 3.4E-I 7.71.Z
4,000 5.OE-3 1.2E-1 4.5-1E 7.ZE.1 9.9E-I

10,000 3..ZE-3 2.4E-2 7.3E-2 1.2E-1 1.6%-1

120 100 3. LIE. 1.7I 1 2.2.E-2
400 2.91.1 8.410 1.9-1.

3,000 2.3E-1 2.210 3.210 I.?E0 9.0E-I 7.8BE- 1 .1.1E-I 3.51-2
4,000 5.81-2 1.7EI 2.1iE-i

30,000 1.0E-2 2.4E-2 3.2.E-2

150 100 2.7E-1 1.51 1.712
400 Z.6E.I 6.4E0 1.4E1

1,000 2.0£*1 l. SE0 2.310 1.210 5.5E-3 4.3E-1 6.OE-2 2.3E-Z
4,000 3.8E-2 1.0E-I 1.4r-1

30, 000 6.91-3 1.7E-2 2.32-Z

180 100 2. 4E-. 1 1. 311 1. 3E6
400 2.2.-1 4.910 1.01o

14000 ;.6E- 1.120 1.7E0 8.82-1 4.0E- 2.6E-1 3.6E-1 1.6.-Z
4,000 6.9E-2 6.9E-2 1.0.-3
10, 000 4.9E-3 1. 22-Z 1.72-

300 100 1. 3E-I 6.?E0 S.0orI

400 1. 2- 1 1. 7E0 3. SE0
1.000 6.9E-2 3.22-1 S. 6E-1 3. 4E-1 1. 7E- i . 4E-2 4.9E-3 1. Z2.-3

4,000 8.Z1-3 2. IE-Z 3.5-E!"

10,000 1.4E-3 3.3.-3 5.6.-3

Notes: E refers to the power of 10, e.g., 1.5E4 = 1.5 x 104. If f*2 scaling applies, only 1,000MHz
values are given.
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Table 84 3 Absorption (dB) Through Fireball for Detonations Below 80 km, W = 100 kt

Time Freq. Detonation Ahttude (kml
(see) (MHz) 0 to 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

30 300 1.3E5 6.5E5 4.3E6 2. 5E7 4.8E7
400 1.3E5 6.4E5 3.7E6 6. 5E6 3.0E6

1,000 1. 3E5 6. 2E5 2. 3E6 1. 3E6 6. IES 4. SES 2. 1E3 9. SEZ 9. ZE2
4,000 1. ZES 3.7E5 Z. 3E5 8. 2E4 3. 8E4

10,000 1. 0E5 1. IES 3.9E4 1. 3E4 6. 1E3

20 100 9.0E3 4.3E4 1.0EOs 3. 5E6 4.?E6
400 9.0E3 4. 3Z4 8. 3E4 6.9E5 3.3 5

. nOO 3.3E3 2.4E4 2. 5E4 3.4E3 3.7E3 4.0E3 2.3EZ 3. IEI Z..SE
4. !)00 8.6E3 2. ZE4 3.9E3 B.0E3 3.4E3

10, )00 6.8E3 6.0E3 6.SE2 1.2E3 5.4EZ

!0 100 3.3E3 2. 6E4 8.1E4 1.3E5 3.3E5
400 3. 3E3 2. 6E4 6. 1E4 2. 0E4 2. 3E4

1. k00 5.8E! 1..44 1.7E4 Z. I13 .. 5E2 I..EZ . IEZ 1.2E3 :. IE(
4,000 3. 1E3 1. 1E. 2. 2E3 2.2E2 Z.3EZ

10,000 2.3E3 2.8E3 3. 7EZ 3.5E1 3.7EI

40 100 5. 8EZ I. 5E4 6. 7E4 9. 4E4 2. 3E4
400 5.822 1. SE4 4.7E4 1. 2E4 1.6E3

1,000 5.8EZ 1.4E4 1.7F4 2. 3E3 2.SEZ 1.7E2 1. IEZ 3. 2E3 9. lEO
4.000 5.4EZ 5. 5E3 1.4E3 1.3E2 1.6E1

10, 000 4. GEZ 1.3E3 2.3E2 2. IEI 2. SEO

s5 100 .5.SE I 5. 5E3 S. 7E4 7. IE4
400 5.5E3 I 5.4E3 3.6E4 S.0E3

,000 5.,5E 1 4.8E3 1.2E4 .3E3 1.6EZ 9.El 6.9E. 15.7E0 4.2E0
4,000 5.0E 1 1.7E3 8.8E2 8.SEI

10,000 3. 5E I 3.6E2 1.4EZ 1.4E I

60 100 4.OEO 8.9EZ 4. ZE4 .5..E4
400 4. 0EO 8. 7EZ 2. 4E4 5. 5E3

1.000 4.OEO 7.5E2 6.9E3 9. E2 1. IE2 1.4E1 3.3E1 3.OEO 2. ZEO
4,000 3. 6E0 2. ZEZ 5. 0EZ 5. 7Lr

30, 000 2.44E 0 4.5E1 8. 131 9. IE0

90 100 2. 3E-2 3.6EO 7. OEZ 1. SE4
400 2. 3E-2 3. 5E0 2. 8EZ I. ZE3

1.000 2.2E-2 2.7E0 6.3E1 2.0E2 3.9E1 4.SE0 l.7E0 1.3E-I 5.4E. I
4,000 Z. OE-Z 5.4E-1 4.3E0 3.23E

10,000 1. IE-Z 1. 0E-I 6.9E-I Z. OEO

IiO0 100 1. 4E-2 Z. ZE0 1.7E2 1. 1E3
400 1.4E-Z Z.OEO 4.7E3 8.oEI

1.00P 1.4E-2 1. !E0 9.2E0 1.3EI 7.7E0 1.6E0 4.6E-1 4.SE-2 3.SE-2
4,000 1. ZE-2 2. IE-I 6.7E-1 9. IE-3

10,000 5.4E-3 3.3E-2 9.6E-2 1.3E- I

350 100 1.2E-2 2. ZE0 1.6E2 8.2E2

400 1. 2E-Z Z.OEO 3.4E 1 5.6E I
1,000 1.ZE4- 1.IE0 6.2E0 9. IE0 3.6E0 7.8E-3 2.2E- I.::-: I.7E-2
4,000 9.0E-3 1.4E-1 4.0E-1 S..7E-I

110,000 14.OE-3 Z.4E-2 6.4E-2 9. IE-Z

300 100 1. 0E-.Z.3 E0 . SEZ 6. IEZ
400 6. 0E-2 1.8E0 2.6 1 4. IE3I

l,.000 1.0E.-Z 9.8BE- I •. 7E0 6.6EO 2 . SEC 4. ,SE -1 1.2ZE* 1 1. 9E-2 7.9qE-3
4.000 7.2ZE-3 1.OE- I Z. 9E- I 3.9E-1I

10, 000 3.0OE-Z 1.7E-Z 4. SE-2 6.6E-2

30 100 6. IE-3 1. 7EO a..s Sr
400 6. IE-3 1.2E0 9. 3E0

1,000 5.8E-3 4.2E-I 1.6E0 2. ZE0 9.3E-1 8.6E-2 1.SE-Z Z. 6E.3 S. 7E-4
4,000 3.4E-3 3.4E-Z 9. BE-Z

10,000 1. 0E-3 5. 51-3 .61E-2

Notes: E refers to the power of 10, e.g., ..5E4 104. If f.2 scahntavphtes. only 1,000 MHz
values are given.
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Table 8-5 J Absorption (d8) Through Fireball for Detonations Below 80 km, W =1 Mt3

Time Freq. Detonation Aliue(m
(Sec) (MHO ~ 1 0 20 30 40 s0 60 70 s0

30 100 3.415 1. :E6 I.4E7 9.7E7 1.818S
4 00 3..ES I.8E6 I.217 I. 9E7 I.3E7

1.000 3.415 I .8E6 3.4E7 2.,2E6 7.516 7. SE6 1. 6E4 1. 4E4 3.21E3
4.000 3.3E5 1.01E6 6.215 Z.215 31. 415

10,000 Z. 715 3.015S 1.015S 3. 514 2.2114

20 100 5. 214 2. 415 3.516 1. 317 9.21E6
400 S.21E4 2. 315 I. IE6 1. 4E6 6.0OE5

1,000 S.2ZE4 2. 215 4.515 Z. 4ES 9. 7E4 6.81E4 1.21E3 9.212Z 2. 3E2
4.000 S.01E4 1.015S 3.81E4 1.51E4 6.01E3

10.000 3.8E4 Z. 6E4 6. 3E3 Z. 4E3 1.0E3

I30 100 1. 4r4 S. 8E4 9.01E5 1. 4E6 9.515S
400 1. fL4 8. 6E4 S. 7E5 1. ;) 6.31E4

1.000 1. 4E4 7.81E4 3.915 2.4E4 9. 7F3 4.21E3 Z. 412 1. 7E 4.7E3
4.000 1. 3E4 3.0E4 1. 4F4 3.51E3 6.012Z

10,000 1.01E4 6.81E3 2. 3E3 2. 512 9.713I

4 00 5.81E3 6.31E4 1.4E5 8.4E4 6.7E3
1.000 5.7E3 S. 4E4 4.01E4 1.4E4 1.31E3 4.012Z 7.OE13 4.6E13 1. 6E3
4,000 5. 3E3 1. 7E4 2. 9E3 8. 612 1.7E13

10,000 3.713 3. 4E3 4. 6E2 1. 412 1.313

50 100 3. 3E3 4. SE4 2.415 6.515S 6.21E4
4 00 13.3E3 4. 3E4 1.015s 5.31E4 3.9E3

1, 000 1. 3E3 3.6E3 2. 5E4 8. 3E3 6.212Z 4.0OE1 Z. 6F1 1. 7E1 6.810O
4,000 1. 313 8.9F3 1.7E3 S.212Z

1 0,000 7.412 3.713 2. 712 8. 3E3 I___ __

(60 100 1. 612 Z.514 2.215S 1.05
400 3 .612 2. 4F4 7.4E4 7. 4E3

1,000 1. 6E3 1. 9E4 1. 6E4 1.Z3 3.812 2. ZE1 1. IEI 7.4E0 3.510O
4,000 1. 4E2 3.81E3 1.11E3 7.513

10,000 S. 7E I 6.912 1. 7E2 1.21 ____I

90 300 2.4E-.1 2.21E2 7. S14 3.414A
400 2. 4E1-I 1.9E2 1.5E4 Z. 3E3

1,000 2.4E1. 1. 212 2. 6T3 3.612 2.411 4.510 31.610 1. 310 6.4E--3
4,000 1. 91-31 3.5E1 1. 712 2. 3E1

10,000 9.4E-2 Z. 610 Z.7E1I 3.610

42 00 7.0OE.2 2.7IF3 3.613 7.613E
4Z 00 7.01.-2 2. 7E1 3.612 4.86E2

3,000 6.91-2 9. 310 6.3E13 7,8E13 6.810 2Z.01-3 3.51-3 3.21-3 1 31. 3-1
4,000 S. 2E-2 9.6E-.1 4.910 6.610

30,000 1. 9E.2 1.4E--1 6.21-3 7.81E-3 I___ __

350 300 6.91-2 2.81E1 2. E31
4 00 6.81E-2 1. 9E1 2.012Z

3,000 6.6E-2 7.310O 3.3E13 2. 5E1 3.310O 7.51E-2 3.21E-2 3.6E--3 9.51E-3
4,000 4. 31-2 S.81E-3 2.310O

1j 0,000 1. 4E-2 9.41-2 3.4E1.I

380 300 6.81r-2 3.213 1.813
4 00 6.71-2 3.9 1 3.512Z

1,000 6.51E-2 6.010 Z.SE13 1. 6E13 1.510 3.21r-2 1.8E-2 7.41-2 3.91r-3
4,000 3.6E-2 4. 31-1 3.10

30, 000 1. 11.2 7. 31-2 2.51-3 ___ ___

300 300 5.21.-2 3.613 8 .512
400 S.5.11-2 1.213 5.811

3,000 j4.6E-2 2.510D 9. 310 4.710 4.710 2. 4F-3 3. 3E-3 1.01E-3 1.81-4
4,000 I1. 7E-2 1.7E-1 S.Br-3I

30,000 J3. S1-3 2. 71-2 9. 31-2 Z __

Notes: E refers to the power of 10. e.g.. * .54- 1.5 xI 4. iff- scaling applies, only 1,000 MHz
values are given.



Table 8-6 3 Absorption (dB) Through Fireball for Detonations Below 80 kmn, W 10 Mt m
Time Freq. Detonation Altitude (kin)
(see) (MHz) 0 10 20 30 40 so 60 70 80

10 100 1.2E6 7.4E6 8.4E7 8.8E8 1.OEI0
400 1. IE6 7.4E6 6.2E7 2.9E8 5. ZE9

1,000 1. IF6 7.0E6 2.5E7 6.0E7 1 .4E9 1.ZEI0 7.8E4 Z.5E4 8.2E3
4,000 1. IE6 3.7E6 2. IE6 4. 0E6 1.0E8

.10,000 8.8E5 1.0E6 3.4E5 6.4E5 I.6E7

I 0 tOO 1.3E5 6.6E5 1.2E7 S.0F7 1.8E8
400 1.3F5 6.4E5 4.9E6 4,5 6 1.2E7

1.000 1. 3E5 .9E5 I. 1IE6 7.3E5 2.0E6 8.8E6 4.8E3 1.6E3 S.9EZ
4,000 1. ZE5 2.3E5 7.8E4 4.6E4 .ZE5

10, 000 9. 1E4 5.3E4 1. ;E4 7.4E3 2.0 E4

30 100 9. 0E4 5. 3E5 4. 3E6 2.4E6
400 8.9E4 5. IES 1. IE6 1.6E5

1,000 8.9E4 4.4E5 Z. ZES 2.6E4 4.5E4 7. IE4 7.4E2 2.5E2 1.2EZ
4,000 8.ZE4 1.3E5 1.4E4 1.6E3

10, 000 5. 7E4 2. SF4 2. 3E3 2. 6EZ

40 100 6.8E4 4.7E5 3.4E6
400 6. 8E4 4.4E5 6. IES

1,000 6.7E4 3.SES I. IES 4.0E3 1.8E3 2. 3E3 1.SFZ 6.7E1 3.9El
4,000 6. IE4 7.4E4 6.9E3

10,000 3.9E4 1.4E4 I. IE3

50 100 2. IE4 4.3E5 2.7E6
400 2. 1E4 4.OES 3.4E5

1,000 2. 1E4 2.8E5 5.9E4 1.4F3 2.5E2 5.9E1 6.OEl Z.4El 1 .7EI
4,000 1.8E4 4.5E4 3.7E3

10,000 I. IE4 7.9E3 S.9E2

60 100 9.2E3 2.OES 2.0E6
400 9.2E3 1.7E5 2. IE5

1,000 9. !E3 I. IE5 3.4E4 6.9EZ 9.2E1 1.6E1 2.44E I. IEI 1.T70
4,000 7.6E3 1.3E4 2. 2E3

10,000 4.0E3 Z.3E3 3. 4E2

90 100 7.4E1 7.7E4 2. 3E5
400 7.3EI S.4E4 1.7F4

1,000 7.2E1 2. 1E4 2.7E3 1.4E2 8.9E2 1. 3F0 3. EO 1.SE0 2. oF-I
4.000 5. Ie1 1.7E3 1.7E2

10,000 2.OEl 2.SEZ 2.7EI

IZ0 100 6.6E-1 1.3E3 6.2E4
400 6.5 E I 6. 3EZ 4. 1E3

1.000 6..E-1 1 .6E2 6.5E2 6.8E0 1.2E0 1.7E-I 6.4E-1 6. IE-2 3. IE-2
4,000 4.3-& Z. or I . ZE I

10,000 I.0-I I.8F0 6.SEO

150 100 S.SE-I 7.6F2
400 S.4E-1 2.5E2

1.000 S. IX-I S.3E1 1.8E2 2. SEO 9. IE-2 5.3E-2 2.2E-2 •i. IE-2 1.4E-Z
4,000 2.3E-I 3.SE0

10,000 5.6E-2 5.6E-1

180 100 S.9E.I 8.2E2
400 S.7E-1 2.0E2

1,000 S. ZE- 3.BEI 9.6E1 1.OEO 2.7E-2 2.0E-2 2.2E-2 8.9E-3 4.SE-3
4,000 1.9E-1 2.3E0

10,000 4.3E-2 3.9E- I

300 100 6.SE-I 9.3E2
4V0 6. IE-1 9.8EI

1,000 4.6E-1 1.6E1 2. IEI 5.3E-2 5.8E-4 9.RE-4 4.OE-4 2.OE-4 ' 2.7E-4

1 4,000 
8.7E-2 

1.OEO
10,_000 1.6E-2 1.6E-1

N-,,c" F refers to the power of 10. e.g.. 1.5E4 = 1. 5 x 10 4. 11 j2 scaling applies, only 1,000 MHz
values are given.
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Table 8-7 Absorption (dB) Through Fireball at 1000 MHz for Detonations Above 80 kmIN

Time Yield Detornaton Altitude (km)

(sec) (MN) 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

i0 0.01 5.2EZ 7.9E2 I. 7E2 1.4E1 6. IEO 2. LEO 6. IE-1 2.0E-1 7. 3E-2
0.1 1. IE3 2.0E3 3. SE2 3. 1EI 1.4EI 4.8E0 1.4E0 4,5E-I 1.6E-I

1 3.2E3 5.4E3 9.OEZ 5.OEI 5.5E0 7.9E.1 1.5E-1 3.3E-2 8.7E-3
10 1.4E4 2.0E4 3.3E3 2. 6E3 3.SEZ 6.9EI 1.7E1 4.9E0 1.6E0

20 0.01 7.ZEI 2. IEZ 1.2E2 1.ZEI 5.4E0 1.9E0 5.5E-I . 8E-1 6.8E-2
0.1 1.4E2 5.8E2 2.8E2 Z.6EI 1.ZEI 4.3E0 1.3E0 4.2E-l I. 5E-I

1 4. 1E2 1.8E3 6.7E2 4.3EI S. 1EO 7.6E.1 1.4E-1 3.ZE-2 8.4E-3
10 2. 2E3 8,0E3 1.9E3 1.4E3 2.7E2 5.9E1 I.5E1 4.5E0 i.SE0

30 0.01 2. 2EI 1.3E2 9.6EI 1.OEI 4.8E0 I.7EI 5. IE- 1 . 7E-I 6.4E-2
0.1 3.8E1 3.0E2 Z. ZEI 2.3E1 1. IEI 4.OEO 1. ZEO 3.9E-1 1.SE-I

1 1. 2E2 7. 2E2 5. 3E2 4.6EI 6.2E0 . OEO 2. OE- 1 4. 8E-2 1 . 30-2
10 6. 6E2 4.0E3 I. 5E3 3.2E3 8.4E2 2.2E2 6. 5EI 2. IEI 7".4%0

40 0.01 9. 2E0 8. BEI 7. 7E0 9. lEO 4.4E0 1. 6E0 4. 7E- 1 1. 6E. I 6. OE-2
0.1 1. 5EI 2.0E2 1.8E2 2. IEI 1.OEI 3.7E0 1. IE0 3.7E-1 1.4E.I

I 4.6E1 4.9E2 4.3Z2 3.6E1 5. 3E0 9. IE-I 1.SE.I 4.4E-2 |. ZE-2
10 2.7E2 2. 3E3 1.2E3 :.0=3 5. 9EZ 1.7E2 5.4E1 1.8EI 6.i E(,

50 0.01 4.6E0 6.4E1 6.4E1 8.2E0 4.OEO I.5E0 4.4E-' l. SE-I 5. 7k"-0
0.1 7. LEO i. SE2 1.5E2 1.9EI 9.ZEO 3.4E0 1.OEO 3.5L-1 1. 3E- I

1 2. ZEI 3.6E2 3. 5EZ 3.OEI 4.bEO 8. ZE-I 1.7E-1 4. 1E-2 1. IE. 2
10 1.4E2 1.4E3 1.0E3 1.3E3 4.4E2 1.4E2 4.5EI 1.6EI 5.8E0

60 0.01 2. 3E0 4.9E! 5.4E1 7.5EO 3.7E0 1.4E0 4.2E.1 1.4E- I 5.4E-2
0.1 4.8E0 I. IE2 1.2E2 1.7EI 8.6E0 3. ZE0 9.7E-1 3.3E-. 1 . 3E.I

1 1. LEI 2.7EZ 3.0E2 2.4EI 4. 1E0 7.4E-1 1.6E-I 3.9E-2 I. IE-2
10 7.MEI 9.3EZ 8.7EZ 9. 3E2 3.4E2 I. IEZ 3.9E1 1.4El 5.2E0

90 0.01 9.9E-1 2. 7E1 3.6EI 6.0E0 3. IEO 1.8E0 3.6E- I.ZE- 1 4. 7E-Z
0.1 1.SE0 6.OEI 8.2E1 1.4EI 7. IEO 2.7E0 8.4E.1 Z.9E- 1 I. IE-l

I 3.7E0 1.4EZ Z.0E2 1. SEl 2.9E0 S.7E- 1 . 3E- I 3.2E-2 9.2E-3
10 2.OE1 4. 1E2 5.8E2 4.2E2 1.8E2 6.8E1 2. ,El 9.9E0 3.9E0

125 0.01 4.7E-1 1.6E.1 2.SEI 5.OEI 2.6E0 1.OEO 3. IE-1 I. IE-1 4. ZE-2
0. 1 5. 5E-1 3. 5Et 5.7E1 I. lEI 6.OEO 2.4E0 7.4E.1 2.6E- 1 9.9E-2

1 1. 5E0 8.3EI 1.4E2 9.7E0 2.IEO 4.4E-1 1.0E-I 2.7E-2 7.8E.3
10 6. 8E0 2. 3E2 3. 9E2 1. 8E2 1.OEZ 4. ZEI I. 8E1 7. 1EO 3.OEO

180 0.01 2.8E1 9.9E0 l.8El 4.0E0 2. LEO 8.6E-1 2.7E.1 9.4E-Z 3.7E-Z
0.1 2. IE-1 2. IEI 3.81: 9.2E0 5.0E0 2.0£0 6.4E1 2.2EI 8.7E0

1 5. 6E-1 4.8EL 9.OEI 5.9E0 1.4E0 3.3E.1 8.OE-2 Z. 1E-Z 6.4E-3
I0 2.6EI 1.3E2 Z. SE2 6.8EI 5.OE1 2.5Et I. EI 4.9E0 2.1E0

300 0.01 4.5E-2 4.6E0 1.OEI 2.8E0 1.6E0 6.5E-I1 2. IE-1 7.5E-2 2.9E-2
0.1 5.9E-2 7.7E0 2. OEI 6.4E0 3.6E0 I.SEO 4.9E-I I. 8E- I 6.9E-2

I 1.3E-1 2.OEl 4.5E1 Z.4E0 7.OE-I 1. 1E-I 4.9E-2 1.4E-2 4.4E-3
10 5.6E-I 4.9EI 1.2E2 1.4EI 1 .12EI 9. IEO 5.OEO 2.4E0 1.ZEO

600 0.01 7.3E-3 9.3E-1 3.3E0 1.3E0 7. IE-1 3. IE-1 1.2E-I 4.6E-2 1.8E-2
0.1 1. IE-2 1.6E0 5.8E0 2.6E0 1.6E0 8. IE-1 3.OE-1 1. IE-I 4.4E-2

I 1. 7E-Z 3.2E0 1. 2E1 4. IE-1 Z.4E-I 7.6E.2 Z. 3E-2 7.ZE-3 2.4E-3
o0 7.OE.Z 1.ZEI 3.6EI 1.6E0 1.SE0 1.4E0 1. LEO 8.5E-1 4.5E- I

2000 0.01 2.2E-4 2.7E-2 1.ZE-1 I. IE-1 8.5E-2 5. IE.- 2.2E-.Z 9. IE-3 4.OE-3
0.1 2. 8E-4 5. 3E.2 2. 5E- I 2.4E- 1 2. IE- I 1. 3E- I 5. 9E-2 2. 6E-2 1, 2E-2

1 5. 7E-4 1. ZE- I 5. 7E- 1 1. 2E-Z 10. OE-3 7 OE.3 4. IE-3 1. 7E-3 6.4E-4
10 2. ZE- 3 5. ZE- 1 2. 3E0 3. 5E-Z 3.7E 9E-2 3. 8E-Z 3. 5E-2 3. OE-Z

4Note: E refers to the power of 10. e.g., I. 5E4 = 1. Sx 10
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Figure 8-39. 5 One-Way Absorption Through Debris Region Due to Beta-Particle Ionization
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Problem 8-5 Absorption Due to Prompt Radiation Outside the Fireball

U Figures 8-40 and 8-41 are used to ob- 4. Enter Figure 8-41 with time after burst,
tain the one-way absorption along a propagation t, and the frequency to obtain A'(t. Compute
path caused by prompt radiation in terms of the A '"
one-way vertical absorption (the absorption forA t(t)
a single vertical traversal of the atmosphere) at a Ap =
time t after burst. The absorption for the vertical
path may be converted to that for an oblique 5. Compute A_, the one-way path at, orp-
path by using the secant of the angle of incidence tion along the oblique path:
at the altitude of peak absorption (approximately
65 see Problem 8-10). Ap = A' sec 0,

- p
Using the detonation altitude and the
range between the burst and the point where sec 0 is the secant of the angle of incidence

where the propagaticn path intersects 65 km at 65 km determined from Figure 8-55.
altitude, a reference yield Wr is obtained from ExamplelI
Figure 8-40 (note that Wr differs for night and R iven: A I 1 weapon detonated at an
day). The location of the 65-km intersect point altitude of 300 km. The ground range between
with respect to the propagation-path ground the burst and the propagation path is 800 kin;
location can be determined from Figure 8-55 as the secant of the angle of incidence (see 0) at

( described in Problem 8-10. If the actual weapon 65 km is 3 for the propagation path.
yield, W, is less than Wr., go to 2; otherwise go Find: The one- *ay path absorption due to
to 1. prompt radiation for a 100 MHz signal 10 seconds

I. Enter Figure 8-41 with time after burst after the burst during the daytime.
in seconds and the radio frequency to obtain Solution:
Ap. the one-way vertical absorption (note that
the absorption differs for night and day). Go detonation altitude of 300 km and a ground

.2. Compute tr: range of 800 km.
t r b. Since Wr < W, A' is determined to be
Wr 12 dB from Figure 8-41.

tr =w sc

c. Ap =A' sec 0 = (12)(3) = 36 dB.
where Wr and W are both in Mt or kt. If t > tr, Answer: fhe one-way path absorption for
go to 4; otherwise go to 3. a 100 MHz signal having a propagation path with

3. Enter Figure 8-41 with time after burst an angle of incidence at 65 km whose secant is
equal to tr and the frequency to obtain A p (tr). 3, resulting from prompt radiation from a I MtCompute Ap: weapon detonated at an altitude of 300 kin, isA'ptAtrA(tr) 36 dB 10 seconds after burst at a ground range

S+ 1. of 800 km from the burst point.Example 2
Go to 5. Given: A I eapon detonated at an
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altitude of 200 km. The ground range between d. Ap = A' sec 0 (8)(3) = 24 dB.
the burst and the propagation path is 1060 km; Aw T
the secant of the angle of incidence (sec 0) at

a 100 MHz signal having a propagation path with
6 isd: Te forte-wprpaghabsorption pa. t an angle of incidence at 65 km whose secant isFind: The one-way path absorption due to

prompt radiation for a 100 MHz signal 10 seconds 3, resulting from prompt radiation from a 1 Mt
aftromthe burstaditiong te day0 igl 1weapon detonated at an altitude of 200 km, is
after the burst during the daytime. 24 dB 10 seconds after burst at a ground range

Solution:of 1000 km from bheturst point.

a. From Figure 8-40, Wr = 5 Mt for a det- oeliability The poc rg f

onation altitude of 200 km and a ground range Reliabilityio The procedures given for
of 100 km.compuiting absorption due to prompt radiation

of 1000 km. coptn
b.1tr outside the fireball are based on simplified weap-

b. tr = = ll = 5. on design, atmospheric chemistry, and geometry
models. More detailed models are required for

c. t > tr; therefore, from Figure 8-41 Ap/t) specific communications and radar system
=12 dB, and pli ms"

tA,'(0 (10)(12) Related Material See paragraph 8-2
t) =- (I -) 1 8 dB.r t + tr 10 + 5 and Problem 8-10.
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Problem 8-6 Absorption Outside the Fireball Due to Delayed Gamma RNys

INFigures 8-42 through 8-48 are used to MHz signal 10 seconds after a I Mt fission yield
estimate the absorption caused by gamma rays detonation. Compute A the one-way path ab-
em.tted by the radioactive decay of fission de- sorption:
bris. When the propagation path is within 100 km 18 106
of the debris region and the debris region is be- A( = A I'F + t)1 "2 f2
", k,2i, the absorption depends on the
orientation of the propagation path with respect where WF is the fission yield in Mt. t is the time
to the debris region. Data are provided for three in see, andf is the propagation frequency in MHz.
cases: a vertical path, a path passing above the Figures 8-46 through 8-48 are used to
debris region, and a path passing below the de- oa the one-way path absorption for bursts
bris region. The geometry is illustrated in Fig- above 120 km or for cases wl.,:re the ground range
ure 8-42. from the debris to the point where the propaga-
l�If the debris is at an altitude greater than tion path intersects the altitude of 65 km is great-
1 nm or if the propagation path passes farther er than 100 km. The following series of steps
than 100 km from the debris region, absorption describe the procedure for obtaining the ab-
cawed by gamma rays is given in terms of the surption.
gamma ray intensity parameter, I . In determin- 1. Compute the quantity R ', as follows:
ing IV, the debris region is moaeled as a thin
panc, ke region. Methods to determine the alti- [D2 + (hd - 60)2] 1/2
tude and radius of the pancake debris region as a ) D > Rd12

function of the burst parameters are described in R' =
Problems 8-1 through 8-3. If the altitude of d d\ 2  2]1/2
detonation is below 85 kn. the debris region is 2 ) + (hd - 60)]
centered over the burst point (see Problem 8-1).
For higher detonation altitudes, the center of the D < Rd/2
debris region is offset horizontally from the where D is the groun ' range between the debris
burst point toward the nearest magnetic pole center and the point where the propagation path
after reach.ng maximum altitude (see Problem intersects 65 km altitude (see Figures 8-42 and
8-2 and Figure 8-17). If the detonation altitude 8-55 and Problem 8-10), and hd and Rd are the
is greater than 120 km, up to three debris regions debris altitude and radius, respectively (see Prob-
are defined (see Problem 8-3 and Figure 8-18). lems 8-1, 8-2, and 8-3).

b Figures 8-42 through 8-45 are used to 2. Determine the debris-region fission yield
ob am the one-way path absorption for bursts wj:
below 120 km and ground ranges from the de- F i = h 120 km
bris less than 100 km. Choose the figure with the W0 F h
angle 0d (see Figure 8-42) closest to the case of Wj- = FF WF ho > 120 km
interest. Enter the figure with debris altitude,
hd, closest point of approach, Xd (see Figure where FF is the fraction of Ine total weapon
9_A 1). -nrl time of day (day or night); obtain fission yielh' in the debris region (see Problem
A', the one-way path absorption for a 1000 8-3).
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3. Enter Figure 8-46 with debris-region A A A7'F 18 106
fission yiel- (Ik)) time after burst t, and R 'to AY " (I + t)1 .2 f2

obtain K
4. Enter Figure 8-47 with debris altitude 18 106

ha. debris radius Rd. L J the ground range where A 7 = (14)(0.5) ) -1. 0.4 dB
tile propagation path intersects 65 km altitude D,
to obtain C7. Compute 17: Answer: The one-way path absorption for

a 1000 MHz signal propagating on a path as
Iy = C7 1. described above 2 min after a daytime I Mt burst(WI f( = 0.5 Mt) is .jB.

If there is more than one debris region (if the Example2W
detonation is above 120 km or if there are Given: A I 1~weapon, 50% fission. deto-
multiple bursts), the radiation intensity para- nated at an altitude of 30 1-m during the night-
metric I., should be found for each debris region time.
and the sum of the radiation intensity parameters Find: The one-way path absorption result-
used to obtain the absorption. ing from gamma ray ionization for a 100 MHz

5. Enter Figure 8-48 with 17, time of day signal 2 min after burst if tht ground range be-

(day or night), and frequency to obtain A•, the tween the debris center and the point where the
one-way vertical absorption. Compute A 7, the propagation path intersects 65 km is 200 km

one-way path absorption: and sec=3.
Solution:

A 7 = A sec 0 a. By the methods described in Problem 8-1,
the debris height. hd, and radius, Rd, are deter-

where sec 0 is tile secant of the angle of incidence mined to be:
at 65 km (see Problem 8-10).
1K E~xample lI hd = 49 km,

Given: A 11 .tweapon. 50% fission (WF h = 49
= 0.5 MO. detonated at an altitude of 30 km Rd = 15 km.
durin, the daytime.

Find: The one-way absorption resulting b. Since D > RdI2 ,
from gamma ray ionization for a 1000 MHz
signal 2 mmn after burst if the ground range be- R' [D2 + (hd - 60)2] 1/2

tween debris center and the propagation path is
less than 100 km, the closest point of approach R'= [(200)2 + (49 - 60)2]1/2 - 200 km
of the propagation path to the debris center,

t2Xd, is 20 kin, and 0d is 600 (see-Figure 8-42). c. From Figure 8-46, 1 = 0.15 watts m"2
Solution: By the methods described in Prob- for WVF = 0.5 Mt, (I + t) = 121 sec, and R '=200

lem 8- 1, the debris altitude is determined to be: km.

"hd = 49 km. d. From Figure 8-47, CY = 0.8 for (D - Rd)
= 185 km and hd = 49 km. Therefore,

From Fieure 8-43, A4 = 14 dB for hd = 49 km

and Xd = 20km. Therefore, 17 = CTIL = (0.8)(0.15) = 0.12 watts in
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U
e. From Figure 8-48, A4 1.0 dB for b. The quantity R 'for debris region 1 is:

I7 = 0.i2 watts m-2 and f= 100 Mr. 4u-ing the 0)2

night. Therefore, R I = [D2 + (hd -, 60)2 1

A 7 = A' sec 0 = 3.0 dB. [ (925)2 + (330)2]112 = 980 km.

Answer: The one-way path absorption for c. The debris region 1 fission yield is:
a 100 MHz signal propagating on a path as de-
scribed above 2 min after a nighttime 1 Mt burst Wj.I = FF1 WE = 0.125 Mt.
(WF= 0.5 Mt) is 3.0 dB. d. From Figure 8-46, 1' is 2 x 10-5 watts

3 Example 3 m-2 for Wjl = 0.125 Mt, t = 3600 sec, and
Given: A 1 Mt weapon, 50% fission, deto- R1 = 980 km.

nated at an altitude of 300 km during !he day at e. From Figure 8-47, C71 is 1 for (D - Rd)
a location where the magnetic dip angle 0 is 600: = 775 km and hd = 390 km.

Find: The one-way path absorption result-
ing from gamma ray ionization for a 30 MHz f1 = C7 Il; = 2 x 10-5 watts in.

signal 60 min after burst if the ground range g. The quantity R 'for debris region 2 is:
between the point where the propagation path
intersects 65 km is 1000 km due magnetic north R$ = [(875)2 + (490)2]112 = 1000 km

of the burst point and sec 0 = 3.
Solution: h. The debris region 2 fission yield is:

Q a. By th1- methods described in Problem 8-3, Wi'2 = FF2 WF = 0.1 Mt
the height, hd, radius, Rd. offset, Ad, and frac-
tion of the debris, FF for the three debris regions i. From Figure 8-46, 142 is 1.5 x 10"s watts
(see Figure 8-18), are found to be: m"2 for Wij 2 = 0.1 Mt, t = 3600 sec, and Rý

= 1000 km.
Debris hd Rd Ad j. From Figure 8-47, Cy2 is I for (D - Rd)
Region (km) (kin) (km) FF = 375 km and hd = 550 km.

1 390 170 75 0.25 k. 172 == 1.5 x 10-5 watts m-2 .
2 550 500 125 0.2
3 390 170 75 0.35 1. I1r ll"2 = 3.5 x 0" watts m"2 .

m. From Figure 8-48, A.; 1 dB for

Debris region I is centered 75 km magnetic = 3.5 x 10-5 watts m-2 and f= 30 MHz.

north of the burst point. The ground range, D, n. A., =A' sec 0 = 3 dB.
between the debris center and the point where Answer: The one-way path absorption for
the propagation path intersects 65 km is 1000 - a 30 MHz signal propagating on a path as de-
75 = 925 km. Thc ground range between the scribed above 60 min after a daytime burst
center of debris region 2 and the propagation (WF = 0.5 Mt) is 3 dB. If the propagation path
path is 875 km. Debris region 3 is offset 75 km had been located near the conjugate of the burst
south of the conjugate of the burst point and is point, gamma rays from debris regions I and 2
too far from the propagation path to produce would not reach the path, and only debris region
gamma ray ionization. 3 would have been considered.
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5 Reliabilitys3 The procedures given for cation system problems.
computing absorption due to gamma ray ioniza- Related MateriaU See paragraphs 8-3,
tion are based on simplified-debris, atmospheric-

chemistry, and geometry models. More detailed 8-8, 8-13, 8-14, and 8-15, and Problems 8-1,
models are required for most radar and communi- 3-2, and 8-3.
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INSTRUCTIONS: To find 1, connect a sttight line from fission yield (Scale 1) to tine after detonotion on
Scale 3 (note this is a I +t cale). Mark the interfsectian on Scale 2. Connect a straight line
from the point determined on Sctle 2 to the apprpriate distanceI', in Scale 5.'The intersection with Scale
4 is I,.

Figure 8-46. 3 Gamma Radiation Intensity Nomogram 3
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rOR D-Rd :5 10 kin, READ ORDINATE FOR D-Rd = 10 km
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Figure 8-47. 5 Correction Factor for Gamma Ray Flux 5
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Problem 8-7 Calculation of Absorption Outside the Fireball Due to Beta Particles

S Figures 8-49 through 8-51 are used to region and is offset from the conjugate of ground
estimate the absorption outside the fireball region zero toward the nearest magnetic pole. Location
caused by beta particle ionization when the of the conjugate of ground zero can be estimated
fission debris is above 60 km. If the debris is be- from Figure 8-53 as described in Problem 8-8.
low 60 km, the absorption caused by beta parti- The horizontal extent of the beta particle ab-
cle ionization can be computed by the methods sorption region is approximately the same as that
d o•bed in Problem 8-4. of the debris r.gion (this neglects convergence of

When the fission debris is above 60 km, rgnetic field).
tI1 ocation of the beta particle absorption region If the propagation path passes through a
with respect to the debris region is determined beta particle absorption region, the one-way
by the geomagnetic field (see paragraph 8-4). absorption can be found by the following pro-
Most of the absorption occurs between the alti- cedure:
tudes of 60 and 80 km. The predictions of ab- 1. Determine the debris region fission yield,
sorption apply to beta particle radiation from
fission debris that is uniformly distributed in a Wi.:
thin ancake-shaped region.

Obtain the debris altitude, hd, and debris = WF ho < 120 km

®ra , Rd, by the methods described in Problems
8-1, 8-2, or 8-3. If the detonation altitude, ho,
is greater than 85 km and the time after burst .•ssgreater than 5 kmanu t hes, detemime afther bmur where FF is the fraction of the total weapon fis-

sion yield in the debris region (see Problem 8-3).
debris altitude, hm (km). Compute h:M2. Enter Figure 8-50 with debris region fis-

Sho < 85 or if sion yield, W', time after burst, t, and debris
a --- 0mus radius, Rd, to obtain Ný. If the propagation path11, >I 85 and t < 10 minutes. passes through more than one beta particle ab-

sorption region, compute the value of No for
>85 and I > 10 minutes. each region and use the sum to compute the one-

way vertical absorption.

Enter Figure 8-49 with h and p, the magnetic 3. Enter Figure 8-51 with No, the frequency,
dip angle at the burst point to obtain A0, the f, and the time of day (day or night) to obtain
offset of the beta particle absorptibn region. If Aý, the one-way vertical abso:ption. Compute
the magnetic dip angle at the burst point is not Ag, the one-way absorption:
known, it can be obtained from Figure 8-54 as
de'bed in Problem 8-9. A0 = Aý sec 6,

There are two beta particle absorption
r s for each debris region; one is in the burst where sec 0 is the secant of the angle of incidence
region and is offset a distance Ap from ground of the propagation path at 65 km which may be
zero toward the nearest magnetic pole (see Fig- determined by the methods described in Problem
ure 8-49), and the other is in the conjugate 8-10.
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Example 5s where the magnetic dip angle is 60' during day-
Given. A I Mt weapon, 50% fission, deto- time.

nated at an altitude of 80 km at a location where Find: The one-way absorption resulting
the magnetic dip angle is 600 during daytime. from beta particle ionization for a 40 MHz

Find: The one-way absorption resulting signal 60 min after burst if the ground terminal
from beta paiticle ionization for a 400 MHz is at burst ground zero, the propagation path is
signal 5 min after burst if sec 0 = 3. at an elevation of 150 along a zero degree mag-

Solution: netic azimuth, and sec 0 = 3.4.
a. By the meti~ods described in Problem Solution:

8-1, the debris height and radius are determined a. By the methods described in Problem
to be: 8-3, the height, hd, radius, Rd, maximum alti-

hd = 305 ki, tude of rise, and fraction of the debris, FF, for

Rd = 200 km. the three debris regions (see Figure 8-18) are
found to be:

b. Since h < 85 km, Debris hd Rd hm

h = hd = 305 km. Region (km) (km) (km) FF
1 390 170 550 0.25

c. From Figure 8-49, A0 150 km for h 2 550 500 800 0.2
=305 km, and 0 = 600. 3 390 170 550 0.35

d. Since h < 120 km,
b. Since ho > 85 km and t > 10 min:(". ý• = W¢F = 0.5 Mt.

e. From Figure 8-50, No = 4 x 107 betas hl = hmi = 550 km,
cm- 2 sec-1 for Wj. = 0.5 Mt, t = 300 sec, and h2 = hm2 = 800 km,
Rd = 200 km.

f. From Figure 8-51,A = 2 dB; therefore, h3 = hm3 = 550 km.

A83 = A• sec 0 - 6 dB. c. From Figure 8-49, the beta particle ab-

Answer: There are two absorption regions sorption region offsets are:
caused by beta particle ionization. One is in the
burst locale and is centered 150 km towards the = 300 km,
nearest magnetic pole. The other is on the op- AA2 = 450 km,
posite side of the magnetic equator and is cen-
tered 150 km towards the nearest magnetic pole A033 = 300 km.
from the conjugate of the-burst point. The hori-
zontal radius of each absorption region is 200 km. d. Since WF = 0.5 Mt, the fission yields
The one-way path absorption for a 400 MHz contained in the debris regions are:
signal passing through either absorption region
is 6 dB. Wt 1 = 0. 125 Mt,
I Example 2=

iven: A I Mt weapon, 50% fission, deto- F2 = 0.1 Mt,
nated at an altitude of 300 km at a location Wj.3 = 0.175 Mt.
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e. Entering Figure 8-50 with the debris g. From Figure 8-51, the one-way vertical

radii from "a," the fission yields from "d," and absorption for a 40 MHz signal is
a time t = 3600 sec, the following values of N8  Aý = 40 dB
are obtained:

and
A0 = 106 betas cm"2 sec"1, A 0 = Ao sec 0 = 136 dB.

NP2 = 8 x 104 betas cm"2 sec-, Answer: The one-way path absorption for

,... 1 x10 betas1 a 40 MHz signal propagating on the path as de-
cm sec scribed above 60 min after a 1 Mt (WF = 0.5 Mt)

f* A sketch of the location of the absorption daytime burst at 300 km is the sum of the ab-f. Askech f te lcatin o th aborpion sorptions caused by all three debris regions and
regions in the burst locale caused by beta particle i s dcae b.

ionization is shown in Figure 8-52. The propa- eliability3 : The procedures given for
gation path chosen for this example traverses the computing absorption due to beta particle ioni-
absorption regions caused by all three debris zation are based on simplified debris, atmospheric
regions. Thus, the values of No for each debris chemistry, and geometry models. More detailedregio cheisry adde geoether modelre findin dethle
region are added together before finding the models are required for most radar and com-
absorption. munication system probl S

8 + + N3 Related Materialk See paragraphs 8-4,
8NN• !8-8, 8-13, 8-14, and 8-15, and Problems

2.8 x 106 betas cm"2 sec"1  8-1, 8-2, and 8-3.
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Problem 8-8 Magnetic Conjugate Map

Figure 8-53 presents the location of geo- (point near Ottawa, Canada).
magnetic conjugate points on the earth's surface. F~nd: The coordinate of the conjugate point.
Using the geographic coordinates of a given point, Solution: The given coordinates occur at
enter Figure 8-53 on the straight-line rectangular the intersection of the -71 * and -93* heavy grid
grid, and read the geographic coordinates of the lines.
magnetic conjugate point on the heavy curved Answer: The approximate geographic coor-

dinates of the conjugate point are 71 °S and 93°W.In reading Figure 8-53, note that the mm
east-west curved dashed lines indicate conjugate is Reliability In addition to uncertain-
latitude, plus for degrees north latitude and minus ties the geomagnetic field, distortions of the
for degrees south latitude. Similarly, the north- geomagnetic field caused by the burst may per-
south curved solid lines indicate conjugate longi- sist for tens of seconds. Thus, ihe locations of
tude, plus for degrees east longitude and minus conjugate debris and beta particle ionization
for degrees west longitude: regions may be significantly different than pre-

SExamplef dicted by Figure 8-53.
-,iven: Georahic coordinates 450 N, 770W I Related Materia 3 See paragraph 8-4.

8-(I7
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Problem 8-9 Geomagnetic Dip Angle Map

U Figure 8-54 presents the geomagnetic dip di le is 70'.
angle (declination) as a function of the geographic Reliabilitym Figure 8-54 shows the
coordinates of a position on the earth's surface. geomagnetic dip angle for undisturbed magnetic

W Examples field conditions. The geomagnetic field may be
n Adistorted for tens of seconds after a nuclearGiven: A point with geographic coordinates dtnto.Teeoe h oain ftedbi

40' N, latitude, I100'W longitude. detonation. Therefore, the locations of the debris
and beta particle ionization regions may differ

Find: The geomagnetic dip angle. significantly from those predicted by Figure 8-54.

Answer: From Figure 8-54 the magnetic Related Materia- See paragraph 8-4.
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Problem 8-10 Secant 0 Chart

U Figure 8-55 presents the secant of the ground terminal to the point where the propa-
angle of incidence of a ray path at 65 km alti- gation path intersects 65 km altitude, and secant
tude as a function of elevation angle or distance 0 at the intersection.
from the ground terminal to E- and F-region Solution: Enter the abscissa of Figure 8-55
reflection points. The angle of incidence, 0, is at 1.)00 km. Proceed upward to the line labeled
illustrated in the sketch in Figure 8-55. F-region Reflection Altitude (300 kin). Note theU Example 1 3 elevation angle (/3) corresponding to this point.

Given: A propagation path with a 10-degree Find the intersection of the elevation angle line
elevation angle (/3). with the line labeled D-region Absorption Alti-

Find. The horizontal distance from the tude (65 km). The abscissa of this i,.tersection
ground terminal to the point where the propa- is the desired horizontal distance, and the ordi-
gation path intersects 65 km altitude, and the nate is secant 0.
secant of the angle of incidence 0 at the inter- Answer: The horizontal distance from thesection. Ase:Tehrzna itnefo h

Solution: Enter Figure 8-55 on the line slop- ground terminal to the point where the propa-Solutiownw to the right labeled 10 degrees, gation path intersects 65 km altitude is 500 km.ing downward tThe secant of the angle of incidence at the inter-
Locate the intersection of this line with the line section is 6.
sloping upward to the right labeled h = 65 km.
The abscissa of this intersection is the horizontal Reliability The curves of Figure 8-55

distance, and the ordinate is secant 0. are accurate for the simplified geometry assumed;
Answer: The horizontal distance from the however, the D, E, and F absorption and re-

ground terminal to the point where the propa- flection altitudes are not single lines but occupy
gation path intersects 65 km altitude is 320 km. a volume of space which changes in Ititude with
The secant of the angle of incidence at the inter- time of day and which may be affected by solar
se . n is 4.6. activity. Therefore, more detailed models are

Example 23 generally required for radar and communication
Given: A HF propagation path that reflects system problems.

from the F-region (300 kin), 1500 km from the Related Materials See paragraphs 8-I,
ground terminal. "-3M,8-4, 8-6, 8-7, 8-8, and Problems 8-1

Find: The horizontal distance from the through 8-6.
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